
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Doc. No: 052588
Date: 17-Feb-1993 03:38pm EST
From: Kevin Hartley @COP

HARTLEY.KEVIN AT Al at GRANPA
Dept: Law DeptTel No: DTN 339-5160

TO: See Below

Subject: ARINC

You may find the attached memo useful as you prepare for your
Friday meeting with Andy Hospodor.
Also, we learned that ARINC had a kick-off meeting today with
CSC. It appears ARINC plans to have CSC take over the project
in conjunction with Tandem Computers. A key component of the
kick-off was the approach to the audit of the Digital work in
progress - all the more reason to be cautious about the audit.
ARINC approached two of Digital's contract personnel working on
this project to inquire if they, would work with CSC/Tanden.
Both contract personnel declined of their own volition.
Please feel free to call me if I can provide any additional
data.
Regards and good luck!
Kevin

Distribution:
TO: Alan Croll @COP
TO: Al Hall @COP
TO: Russ Gullotti @MKO

cc: Lynn Busing @ALF
CC: Rich Alpert @MSO
cC: Bill OBrien @MSO
cc: Thomas Grilk @MRO



PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
PREPARED BY DIGITAL ATTORNEY
KFH 2/17/93

1.

SUGGESTED TALKING POINTS/OPTIONS
FOR 2/19/93 MEETING WITH ANDY HOSPODOR

1

Key Messages
a. It remains our goal (not commitment) to ensure that ARINC

receives the so ution it desires and that Digital is
justly compensated for its efforts. We cannot get there
under the current relationship. The relationship much
change - and we will make a proposal on how it can change
- or the relationship must end.

b. Digital's termination letter is not a bluff and we did
not come to the decision to terminate lightly. Our
decision was based on a thorough technical and legal
analysis - both internal and external. We are
comfortable that termination was justified.
An audit by CSC in the current environment would be
inappropriate. We are not prepared to disclose work in
progress without assurances that we will be paid. We are
prepared to give ARINC access to work in progress under
the proposal identified below.

Valuation of Digital Work in Progress2.
There are several expense numbers which may form the basis
for pricing Digital's "work in progress" for purposes of
negotiation with ARINC (all items reflect Digital's costs
without markup):
a.

b.

total expenses of Digital to date on the project: $3.7
million.
total expenses post-TDM elimination (presumably this is
work which ARINC would consider of value today): $1.4
million.

Cc. total expenses pre-TDM elimination (ARINC would likely
not value most of this work, but Digital incurred the
cost): $2.3 million.

d. An alternative approach would be to ask Andy specifically
what work in progress he would like to have and we will
get back to him with a price

3. Proposal to ARINC

A reasonable proposal would' include the following elements:

a. a price to ARINC for work; in progress from 2, above;



b. an offer to continue to work under a new contract on a
T&M basis to, at ARINC's option, (1) complete all or any
portion of the project, or (2) transition to an
alternative vendor;

c. we will make available on a T&M basis senior Digital
engineers to do design work in whatever level of detail
ARINC desires (aS opposed to what we believe the current
contract requires). We should determine if such
engineering resources are available before making this
commitment;

d. If the parties are unable to reach an agreement at the
meeting, we may wish to give Andy a deadline for a
settlement so we do not have to keep our team intact
indefinitely; and

e. any proposal is subject to a final settlement agreement
in which neither party admits fault and each is released
of liability. In addition, we may want to insist as part
of the settlement on a joint communication to the airline
industry correcting any PR problem we may now have with
our airline customers.

Mr. Hospodor's Possible Reactions and Suggested Responses4.
a. Andy reacts heatedly ("Only ARINC can terminate. Digital

must perform its fixed price contract")
Response: Digital has terminated the contract and was
justified in doing so. Our objective is to see if there
is any basis under a new relationship under which we can
help ARINC achieve the networking solution it desires.
We hope that Andy will be receptive to exploring options.

b. Andy reiterates the statement in his 2/12/93 letter, i.e.
ADNS II is ARINC's lifeblood, and analysis of all
possible operational perf utations is essential
Response: Analysis of all possible permutations is not
required by the contract, economically feasible, or
commercially reasonable for design documents of this
type. Digital was prepared to model permutations
reasonably likely to occur, but not not every conceivable
permutation no matter how remote the possibility of its
occurrence.

c. Andy seeks to debate the details of our default letter
Response: The letter speaks for itself and Digital stands
by it. We prefer to focus on the path forward (I
recommend avoiding discussing the details of the default
letter. It is likely to prove fruitless and ARINC could
try to use those discussions as evidence later.)

d. Andy states that Digital can't terminate, it must
arbitrate



Response: We have terminated the contract and hope that
we can resolve our differences amicably (it is likely
that our decision to terminate is subject to arbitration
if ARINC elects to initiate an arbitration proceeding.
There is no need for us to feel threatened by the
possibility of arbitration)

e. Andy indicates that he won't pay for any work in progressuntil CSC has a chance to audit that work

Response: Absent an agreement that it will be paid,
Digital will not make work in progress available to CSC
or ARINC because to do so would necessarily disclose the
proprietary technology for which Digital is entitled to
be paid. Once such information is disclosed, ARINC would
have no incentive to pay Digital. (It is our position
that, were the contract still in effect, ARINC would not
have the right to audit during the design phase in any
event).

5. What is an Acceptable Settlement?
This is, of course, a business decision. Froma legal
perspective, the following pura

be acceptable, i.e. it
wouldn't feel like we "left much on the table" when
balanced against our legal risks:
a. ARINC agrees to pay us for all or some of the work in

progress. Digital provides the work in progress for
which it is paid to ARINC. Digital either does or does
not continue working on a T&M basis. A settlement
agreement and release is signed.

b. ARINC agrees to sign a settlement agreement and release
without getting any work in progress and without paying
Digital anything. Presumably, this would only happen if
ARINC has a change of heart and determines that Digitalis in a strong position and might pursue its legal
remedies. Would Digital be willing to forego any chance
of recovering all or any portion of the $3.5 million
spent to date under this scenario?

c. The parties agree to disagree and go their separate ways.
ARINC does not get any work in progress. There is no
settlement agreement and' each party accepts the risk that
the other might commence. legal action against the other.
Digital can then decide it wishes to pursue damages
via litigation/arbitration.



DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL Document

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Doc. No: 052618
Date: 18-Feb-1993 10:03am EST
From: Kevin Hartley @COP

HARTLEY.KEVIN AT Al at GRANPA
Dept: Law DeptTel No: DTN 339-5160

TO: See Below

Subject: ARINC - Design Documents and Key Contract Clauses
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
PREPARED BY DIGITAL ATTORNEY

This memo includes two additional pieces of information that
may assist you in preparing for the Friday meeting with Andy
Hospodor:
1. A list of the design documents that constitute the "work in

progress".
I pass this along FYI in the event Andy wants certain, but
not all, work in progress. According to the Program Manager
(Ben Burgis) it would be relatively easy to assign a price
to each document. Of course, our risk in allowing Andy to
"cherry pick" is that we will likely recover less total
money for our work to date, and our leverage in negotiating
a final settlement decreases. The design documents, and
their status are as follows:

ADNS II Network Availability Prediction Report (APR) (Prelim)
ADNS II Network Design (Prelim)
SRS - SNCDF for 8208 Only, Non-ATN Engineering Systems
(Prelim)
SRS - P7 Message Storer (Prelim)
SRS - AVS Batching (Prelim)

Software Development Plan (SDP) (Draft)
Configuration Management Plan (CMP) (Final)
Hardware Development Plan (HDP) (Draft)
System/Segment Specification (SSS) (Final)
Maintenance Support Plan (MSP) (Final)
Master Test Plan (MTP) (Prelim)
Training Plan (TP) (Prelim)
Master Installation Plan (MIP) (Prelim)
ADNSII Availability Model Document (AMD) (Prelim)

SRS General Ledger (Prelim) 4
SRS NIPS Transaction Preprocessor (Prelim)
Program Management Plan (PMP) (Draft)

2. Key Contract Provisions
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Russ, it is not my desire to bury you in ARINC materials.
However, I understand you requested and have received a copy
of the complete contract and wish to discuss it with me this
evening. I look forward to talking to you; my home number is
(301) 340-7362. I have summarized the key clauses below in an
effort to save you review time:

a. Basic Contract Obligation: The Statement of work
specities that "Dagital shall be responsible for
developing and implementing the ADNS II network design
required to meet the functional and network performance
requirements".

b. Performance Measures: The Network Performance
Requirements provided design parameters of throughput,
network transit delay time, accessibility, data accuracy,
etc. but not cost of operation.

c. TDMs: The design was expressly based on Time Division
Multiplexors (TDMs), which reduces the 30 multisecond
time delays of packet-switches to 2 to 4 milliseconds.

d. ARINC Standards: Block Change 1 is to be performed in
accordance with ARINC Documentation Standards and ARINC
Project Development Standards, which are largely borrowed
from DOD 2167A, government requirements for development
of custom software for Critical Military Systems.

e. Acceptance: Several provisions give ARINC broad latitude
to determine if deliverables comply with the Contract.
E.g., (1) "work shall not be judged to be complete until
alli deliverables ... are in ARINC's judgment, in
accordance with the requirements of this contract"; (2)
"deficiencies [in deliverable documents] shall be redone
in accordance with ARINC's comments and re-submitted";
(3) "Wherever possible, Digital will submit coTs
documentation as long as this documentation contains all
of the information requested by ARINC". ARINC may also
identify "derived requirements" which should be included
in documents by Digital.

f. Changes: The contract allows ARINC to make changes in
the specifications or designs subject to "an equitable
adjustment" in price or delivery schedule during which
Digital must perform toward the Contract as changed.
Disputes are to be arbitrated.

g. Remedies: There are two conflicting Remedies provisions.
One, fom ARINC's Standard Terms and Conditions, states
that ARINC's Contract rights and remedies are "cumulative
and in addition to any other rights and remedies provided
by law and equity". The second, insisted upon by Digital
and negotiated, states that the Contract remedies "are
ARINC's exclusive remedies and are in lieu of any other
remedy at law or equity" and further limits Digital'sliability to ARINC "for any cause whatsoever" to the



Distribution:

lesser of $5M or the purchase price paid to Digital [at
this point, zero].

h. Audit: There are several vague, conflicting clauses
addressing ARINC's audit and inspection rights. It is
unclear precisely what and when ARINC could audit under
the contract.
Testing of Traffic Permutations: The contract does not
Specity precisely what must be tested, and certainly does
not specify unlimited testing. Digital must design to
meet the functional specification, meet performancecriteria, deliver specific reports, etc. in accordance
with ARINC Standards. According to our outside technical
consultant, ARINC's design testing requirements are
extreme and do not comport with commercial reality. Even
if Digital were to test every conceivable permutation in
the design phase, such data would be of little value to
ARINC because the results are based on existing traffic
data. There is no way to predict with precision actual
traffic data at the time of network operation several
years in the future.

j Termination for Default: Either party may terminate if
the other "fails to perform its material obligations
under the Contract".

k. Arbitration: Disputes areisubject to arbitration at the
election of either party.fda

TO: Alan Croll @COP
TO: Al Hall @COP
TO: Russ Gullotti @MKO

cC: Lynn Busing @ALF
cC: Rich Alpert @MSO
cC: Bill OBrien @MSO
cc: Thomas Grilk @MRO

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL Document
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MEMORANDUM
Doc. No:
Date:
From:

Dept:Tel No:

052619
18-Feb-1993 02:47pm EST
ROGER LONGENBACH @MEL
LONGENBACH.ROGER AT Al at GRAN
PROGRAM MGMT.
DTN 439-5445 / (703) 876-5445

TO: Russ Gullotti @MKO

Subject: Personal
Russ
Some Good NEWS. The program I have been working on since mid November
has resulted in a commitment from MCI to spend some 9.6M with Digital
over the next 15 months. The program is the MCI Call Center
Integration effort. We received the Purchase Order yesterday for the
full 9.6.

I understand that you are to meet with Andy Hospodor, CEO ARINC,
tomorrow. do not know which way' Digital Management will go on this
program, but I have kept somewhat involved since leaving the program on
November 6. AS a program manager I am concerned regarding the outcome

termination for ARINC default. But maybe not in the wayof Digital's
one would expect.
Russ I spent 15 of my 20 years in Air Force Systems Command. I worked

a Program Manager for the Joint Surveillance Systemmy way up to being
(a replacement of the SAGE/Buick air defense system), the North Warning
System, and finally the Granite Sentry program -- a C3I upgrade to
Cheyenne Mountain. During these years, I have watched the civilian
contract community stand up and take legal action against other parties

Sometimes the action was taken to show thewhen it was warranted.
community that they would not be wrongly pushed around.

I believe it is time for Digital to stand up and not be pushed around
I also know that this statement counters the Digitalby ARINC. In anyingrained philosophy that the "customer is always right".

business relationship, success is measured by a willingness of both
parties to work together to resolve con flict and make the agreement a
win for both parties. I believe ARINC' S approach is and has become a
win for ARINC -- lose for Digital.
For whatever reason, ARINC does not seem to understand that the
agreement signed by Digital did no and does not give them the liberty

t ARINC does not seem to understandto continuously "stick it to us".
does not give them the right tothat the contract, being fixed price,

demand more and more without having to pay for the services rendered.

I believe that after the Digital position is documented it will be
found that Digital tried time and time again to satisfy ARINC

a



requirements. The fact that ARINC could not or would not define/scope
the work they wanted and provide Digital objective performance criteria
to achieve closure, indicates a naivete on their part with the
contract/business agreement signed by both parties; as well as, a lack
of understanding of the benefits in terms of price and time [lower
price and less time] to them to field a system composed of
Commerical-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products. After many years, DoD
finally realized the true costs of designing and developing military
systems from scratch. I do not believe ARINC understands this
difference.
Russ my gut tells me that for soméi unknown reason after the contract
was signed, ARINC realized that what they asked for in the contract and
what they truly wanted or needed had changed. Rather than
acknowledging this fact and trying to work in a positive win-win
scenario for both parties, ARINC management allowed their staff to tie
the Digital team into knots by non-acceptance of the documents.
Possibly with the hope that Digital would walk away from the contract
quietly and without a fight.
After living ARINC from December 12 through November 6, knowing what I
know, what we tried to do, what we were allowed to do, and what
happened as a result, I can only suggest that Digital needs to stand
firm in our belief that what Digital did was right, and if necessary
take our position to court. To do less, will only hurt Digital's
chances to gain ever increasing marketshare in Systems Integration.
In closing, I am not sure if you are aware that when ARINC cut NET, NET
told ARINC that they would take legal action. The result, ARINC
settled before legal action could be taken. I guess I started this
whole saga in August when I submitted a MAYDAY report to the Southern
States Region CPMO. If there is any animosity within Digital regardingthis program and what has happened, it should be directed to me. I
also hope that Digital realizes the education that ARINC has brought
us.
Best of luck tomorrow.

Regards,

Roger

DIGITAL PERSONAL Document
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TM interoffica nemo
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o: Dave Brown Date; 20-January-1993 :

Dept: Systems Integration Support.Kevin Hartley From: John T, Puma

Nac Technical Office
Ext : 264-1243 A

'Cs Tony Lauck

Loc : LKG1~2/Ai$ 4

Net : ERLANG: : PUMA
4

:

Mike Thurk
Larry Walker
Alan xell :

subd: Fax & Statement of purpose for my involvement in the ARINC Sf program

fy involvement in the ARINC customer account was with the sole purpose of

involvement with the local account team I engaged central engineering resources
-9 review several technical aspects of Digital's solution over the period from
august 1992 through November 1992. During that time there were several
neatings with the customer themselves. Attached (FAX only - to Dave Brown &

<evin Hartley) are copies of the correspondence sent between Mr, Joe Weis

eviewing the technical Quality of Digital's ARINC solution. During my

(ARING) and myself between 15-October-1992 and 29-October-1952,

I hope this helps provide you with the documentation you and I spoke of
yesterday. If there is anything else I can help with please do not hesitate to
ask,

:

:

260° 399d ldaa M1-33d WOad Spipl €6. ef gag



SENT BY:DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP: 1-20+93 + T4440 DS ARCH & ADV DEV. 9901 731 7627

ABRONAUTICAL RADIO, NG.

2551 Riva RoadAnnapolis, :

October 15, 1992

Mr. John T. Puma .

Digital Equipment Corporation
NaC Liaison Office.
Digital Drive
Post Office Box 9501
Merrimack, NH 03054

Dear John:

Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you, Elliot Gerberg, and Tony Laucke at
ARINC on October 12, We appreciate your interest in gaining ARINC's insight while
you are performing your internal engineering audit, We felt there were several good
discussions regarding ARINC's view of current technical concerns and future technical
challenges of the project, We also think that we had useful dialogue on what needs to
take place

|

from a technical perspective for a successful relationship between ARINC
and Digital.

It was very encouraging to receive all of your candid feedback during the meeting, It
was obvious thatwe share similar views on several issues involving the project including:
1. the lack of any requirements analysis performed by Digital; 2. the lack of a traceable
systems and, 3, the lack of a top-down methodology employed. In addition, we
were glad to hear you indicate that the issues are technical in nature and are not
documentation related. We are hopeful that the feedback you provide Mr. Gullottl
later this month will enable ARINC and Digital to complete the ADNS II design in a

design

timely manner,

yours,

nior Director - Engineering
ph F. Weiss

dr

Jone Ld3d0 Meq-33d WONG Qpirl &8. Bl g34AA



SENT BYSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP) 1920-93 + 14:11 3 OS ARCH & ADV DEV. +301 731 7627

Mr, John Puma
October 15, 1992
Page 2

co: Roger Longenbach
Benjamin Burgis
Dave Brown
Andrew Hospodor
Allen Stam
David Harding
Robert Covell
Jernme Panagapulos

éJones
Jack Smith

Pam" 1 J 7.7 Fis SP



em MKOTS1:: PUMA wyac Tech. Office - Mgr. Systems Integration Support 20-Ja
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SENT BY:DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP; 1-20-83 + 11:42 . OS ARCH & ADV DEV, 7301 731 7627 1& §

ERLANG: : PUMA
+

bj: ARINC Correspondence #1

'om CGRUS PUMA
992 L2Z0" 20-OCT-1992 12:20:18.78

joan
Joan - pis read and place on Digital letter head...

eer Digital /ARINC Confidential Engineering Notes wae

etober 20, 1992

vef: ARINC letter to John T. Puma dated Octebex 12, 1992

Sear Joseph,

rechation for taking the time to meet with us on
Wa want to express Our app
Getober 12, We found tha discussion of the technical and project management

issues te Se valuable input to our engineering assessment. However, I would,

like to make a few clarifying points in reference fo your letter dated Octobar

13th. So there is no migunderstanding of intent allow me to give you my

feadback on how I interpret ehe issues raised in your letter.

Digital xesponse:

Digital central engineering expressed a concern about
the clarity and appropriateness of some of the requirements.

Perhaps a more appropriate way of stating the

ARINC Stmt (per October 12th ARINC meme):

aot 2. the lack of a traceable systems design:

pigital response:

TAMA

"NaC Tech. Office - Mgr Systems Integration Support

8
Ra me

:

:

me Joseph Weiss
RINC = Radio. Inc.
'andor Director Engineering
1351 Riva Road 21401-7465wwnapolis, Maryland

+ :

ARING Stmt (per October 12th ARINC memo):
:

1. the lack of any requirements analysis Performed by Digitai: :

_

agreement is that we agreed more work needs be done
On Tequirements analysis; :

With respect to system design, we agreed that complete
and traceable aystems design does not exist, However,
wa added that is difficult to accomplish until some of

1
= TVes 4



SENT BY: DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP: 1-20-03 ; 11513. OS ARCH & ADV DEV. 9901 731 7627 B68

we have done some Level of pexformance modeling.

and ARING to resolve some of what we believe to be the
moze important ambiguous and inconsistent requirements.

furthermore, we have identified areas where improvements
oan be made to the methodology being used by the Digital.
team. We feel that these improvements will lead to a

technically complete solution a8 well as a more realistic
schedule and also bound the project in such a manner as
to improve predictability (point 3 below).

? was agreed that accomplishing this required Digital

As expressed by ARINC and agreed by effort.in ny.

'RING Stmt (per October 42th ARINC memo):

oan the lack of a top-down methodology employed.

Digital response:

Digital Central engineering has found room for improvement

being made to the mathodology seing employed.

in this avea and as discussed at the meeting we are*
working with Ben Burgie and the local implementation
team in this regard. As rasult improvements

around the issues we discussed on October 12th
I hope this adda to the laritySth memo to me.ang Gontained in your October

t am hopeful that we aze in agreement with the above statements. As I
mentioned to you in our October 15th phone conversation, these and other issues
are being aggressively addressed by Dave Brown, Alan Croll and Digital central

+

Please feel frae to give me a Gall if there is a need to discuss these issuesengineering over the coming weeks.

any further.
Very truly yours,

Joann T. Pura
Digital Equipment Corporation
NaC = Technical Office
Mor. Systema Integration Support



SENT BY:DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP; 1-20-93 i 11°14 OS ARCH & ADV DEV. 9301 731 76217 i# 7

ARINC
RADIO,

2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465

October 29, 1992

Mr, John T, Puma
DIGITAL Equipment Corporation
Nac Liaison Office

Post Office Box 9501
Merrimack, NH 03084

Digital Drive

Ref: (A) ARINC letter to John T. Puma dated October 15, 1992

B) DEC letter tn Inseph T, Weiss dated October 20, 1992

Dear John:

While your letter dated October 20, 1992 (Reference B) implicitly acknowledges our
broad agreement on some of DIGITAL'S performance problems to date, 1 was

surprised and.disappointed to see you raise an issue about the clarity, consistency, and

ambiguity ofARINC's requirements. This issue was not brought to our attention at the
Landovermeeting, I believe ARINC''s requirements are clearly stated, appropriate, and

continually run into the attitude atDIGITAL that questions ARINC's requirements and

has several thmes required us to cite puragruph and verse to the questioning DIGITAL,
ngineer before he would accept the requirement as fact. I sincerely hope that you are
not re-opening that tactical ploy. The requirements, as baselined by DIGITAL in your
systems specification review, are complete and immutable.

have ben visible to the Landover team since the start of the contract, We have

"The key problem has been, as we agreed, the Inabliity uf DIGITAL to spply a
structured systems engineering methodology in which those requirements are captured
in the form of a fully traceuble, responsive systems design.

In the last two weeks a potentially workable methodology (characterized by technical
reviews, top-down requirements analysis and decomposition, traceability of design to

requirements, ete.) now seems to be in use by the DIGITAL Landover team. However,
we are disappointed that it has taken DIGITAL nearly two months to initlate this

process since Mr. Hospodor last informed Mr, Gulort{ of major technical execution

problems which were evident in Landover. We also trust that you have clearly informed
Mr. Gulow that the problem with this effort is not "documentation" as giibly claimed

ANNAPOLIS 41082666000 «WASHINGTON, SlVIRGINIAW108
208° 39H4 1430 MY7-3390 WOM4Y Sribl es, 21 934



SENT BY: DTGLTAL EQUIPMENT CORP)

Mr, Puma
October 29, 1992

DIGITAL cannot afford
the Augustmeed + We and

on this prog?Art.
Page 2

by your program
manager badly misinformed again

tO have your in review of DIGITAL'

ARINC Central s involvement

tract. Your suggests that DIGITAL
has the technica

ply has not the
rmance on our con

der ovrto perform un but DIGITAL managemen
successfully.

thismeans moving the focus of activity trom
the Landover Sales Office

to 4 place where
necessary resources Perio competent
understand the crac on a day-to-day

engurehat
involvemenr with this con

+

ssary DIGITAL technical
resources are avaiiable, DIGITAL should propose such

a move,
0 your letter clarities

the
isue

uld appreciate the opportunity
affectingboth of our firms. Ifyou

Thope this
estions relating the requirements,iggucs YOu may haves

nave spe
to addresa them. tam sure that I can

Very truly yours,

ph F. Weiss
nios Director, Engineering

dr

eo: Roger Longenbach
Benjamin Burgis
Dave Brown
Andrew Hospodor
Allen Stam
David Hasding
Robert Covell
Richard Jones

ldad my 1-940 woud 86. 21 a34



February 9, 1993

Andrew T. HospodorChairman and Chief Executive OfficerAeronautical Radio Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401
Dear Andy:
I am responding to your February 3, 1993 letter to Bob
Palmer, in which you invite discussion of how Digital can"cure its performance shortcomings".
Andy, as you know, I, as well as Al Hall and others atDigital, have always been happy to discuss how best to
provide ARINC with its ADNS II network. You and I have had anumber of amicable conversations in that regard. However, itis clear that we view very differently what went wrong withthis project, for I fully share the views expressed in AlHall's letter to you of February 1. Nevertheless, I agreewith you that we need to try to move forward.
While we could discuss at length either ARINC's fault or"Digital's performance shortcomings", that would not beconstructive. I propose that we now focus on the best way toachieve a mutually satisfactory resolution of the currentsituation.
Please let me know if you concur. If so, I will arrange forthe appropriate conversations to occur without delay. I lookforward to a positive resolution.
Sincerely,

Russ Gullotti
Vice President, U.S. Area

CC: Al Hall
Bob Palmer



g2/12/93

Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and

Chief Executive Officer

ARIAIC
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465
410-266-4050

February 12, 1993

Mr, Russ Gullotti
Vice President, U.S. Area
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive
Merrimack, New Hampshire 03050-4303

Dear Russ:

Your letter of 9 February does not respond to two of the main points in my letterto Bob Palmer. Do I still have your personal promise to complete the contract
successfully? Are you prepared to go the route of hiring another contractor to fill
in for the Digital team's still-visible shortcomings? On this second point, I wouldlike you to thoughtfully reconsider the earlier conclusions of John Puma.

One last point. Although I do not want to get into an argument with you over the
content of Al Hail's letter (in which you regrettably concur), there is one paragraphthat I find particularly enlightening:

"For example, it is hardly consistent with contract purpose or spirit for ARINC to
insist on excruciating detail for all possible combinations aud permutations of
operational scenarios detailing all possible paths and subpaths for message traffic
traversing the network."

This one sentence puts in clear focus the sharp differences between our
organizational approaches, ADNS II is our lifeblood; it is the future of ARINC.If we do not insist upon analysis and test of most of these combinations, how else
would you or we know that the system worked?,.. wait until it failed and then
patch it in the field?. .. with our airline customers and the FAA screaming bloodymurder?

ARINC Incorporated + Aeronautical Radio, Inc. + ARINC Research Corporation

Bue2508467179219:58 ARINC NO. Li3
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Mr. Russ Gullotti
February 12, 1993
Page 2

Id like to find a satisfactory resolution. I can be free Wednesday, Thursday, or
Friday next week and would be happy to host your visit to Annapolis.

Very truly yours,



TO:

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Doc. No: 052625
Date: 18-Feb-1993 03:57pm EST
From: Kevin Hartley @COP

HARTLEY.KEVIN AT Al at GRANPA
Dept: Law DeptTel No: DTN 339-5160

See Below

Subject: Response to Andy Hospodor 2/18 Letter

Distribution:
TO:
TO:
TO:

CC:
CC:
CC:
CC:

Alan Croll @COP
Al Hall @COP
Russ Gullotti @MKO

Today, Mr. Hospodor sent Russ a detailed response to our 2/1/93
termination letter. I suggest the following response to Andy'sletter at tomorrow's meeting:
1. we have not had time to review Andy's letter in detail, but
stand by our termination letter; and

2. we see no reason to get bogged down in finger-pointing.Let's focus on the path forward.
P.S. Upon quick review, there is nothing new or of particular
concern in Andy's letter. The letter simply confirms that the
parties disagree on many issues.
Regards,

Kevin

Lynn Busing @ALF
Rich Alpert @MSOBill OBrien @MSO
Thomas Grilk @MRO
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ARINC
P55) Riva Road

4%Mure +

$10-266-4050

February 18, 1993

Mr. Russ Gullotti
Vice President, U.S. Area
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive
Merrimack, New Hampshire 03050-4304

Dear Russ:
Andrew . Mospadur

Themen and Here is a copy of our reply to Al Hall's letter of February 1, 1993. Since I am: faxing this to you, f have not included all the attachments: T hand those to youtomorrow.

In the meantime, I'd like to ask you to read through the ARINC document. I donot expect to get into any vetails tomorrow, but I do think you should understandjust how irrational Hall's lette: .ppears when maiched up against the real facts ofyour performance.

Look forward to seeing you tomorrow.

Very truly yours,

cc: Al Hall

ARING
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Response to Digital Letter of February 1, 1993

Because Digital's claims often are vaque and non-specific, thepoints raised in this document may reflect only some of the moreobvious errora in the Digital letter.
The points discussed below are referenced to the appropriateparagraphs in the Digital letter.
issue 1: Reiection of Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) #92109for Time Division Multiplexor (TDM) Elimination
1.1 Ref: Para 1, first subparagraph

Digital Claim:

By July 1992, Digital had performed considerable work underthe Contract and delivered key documents pursuant te theContract, including the System/Seament Specification,Network Design, Availability Prediction Report,Model Documentation and System/Segment Design Document. Ailof this extensive work was based on a TDM-based design, asrequired by, @.g., Section Cl-4, para. 3, p.79. That workalso adhered to the System Specification, Section C2, whichspecified requirements such as Network Performance,Availability and Reliability.
ARING_Response:.
The SSS was not delivered pursuant to the Contract. SectionDS of the Contract requires that the draft ba delivered byOctober 21, 1991. However, it was not delivered untilDecember 11, i991. It then took Digital six months (Dec 91 -May 92) to deliver an acceptable SSS, far longer than shouldhave been needed. Creation of the SSS should not have been adifficult task because it was to be based on the SystemSpecification included in the Contract.
Digital delivered Preliminary Drafts of che Network Design,SSDD, APR, and AMD before ARINC's July 2, 1992 (Reference 1)request for ECP #92100. They were seriously deficient andrequired extensive re-work by Digital. The deficiencies wereunrelated to the elimination of TDMs from the design(References 2, 3, 4, and 5;. Digital now seems to heclaiming that the ECP somehow caused ARINC to reject thesefour documents _ - _ an irrational conclusion based upon thefacts.
References:

1
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1.
Request for Engineering Change Proposal

Subj: ECP Request/TDM Stop Work

Network Design
4. ARINC ltr of 1 Jun 92; Subj: Preliminary Draft S/SDD
5, ARINC ltr of 17 Jul 92; Subj: APR Preliminary Draft

ARINC ltr of 2 Ju 92, File: DEC/ADNSII/970192

2. ARINC ltr of 15 Jui 92, File: DEC/ADNS2/071492/2

3. ARINC ltr of 5 Jun 92; Subj: Preliminary Review of

1.2 Ref: Para 1, second subparagraph
Digital Claim;
In July 1992, ARINC unilaterally and without consultationwith Digital eliminated TDMs from the design.
ARINC Response;
AS a result of Digital's preliminary system design, Digitalengineers pointed out correctly to ARINC that theutilization of the TDM backbone circuits was very low (5 -

15%). Although Digital did not make a formal recemmendaticnto remove the TDMs from the design, their analysis led ARINCtO ré-evaluate the cost effectiveness of the TDM-baseddesign,
1.3 Ref; Para 1, second subparagraph

Digital Claim

Additionally, ARINC imposed materially new aystemrequirements. These material changes required Digital toessentially redo its design, reliability and availabilitywork, and requirad Digital to materially increase its risk,cost, and obligation under the Contract. As a result, onAugust 5, 1992 pursuant to the Contract, Digital submittedECP #92100. Even though ARINC did not accept ECP #92100,ARINC directed Digital to cease performance toward theContract design and perform toward the new, non-Contractualrequirements. Digital proceeded to do so at substantialcoat.
ARINC, Response :

Other than deletion of TDMs from the design, ARINC did notimpose new sy&tem requirements on Digital. The removal ofthe TDMs reduced the overall scope of the ADNS II programand should have made the design task simpler.
2
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Digital submitted the initial response to ARINC's requestfor an ECP on August 5, 1992 (Reference 6). The price of ECP
#92100 was $359,800.
Digital's ECP covered more than the requested removal of the
TDMs from the network design and supporting documentation.
ARINC asked Digital to reduce the ECP's scope (Reference 7)
to development of the design strictly in accordance with the
Contract (less TDMs) and to provide a new price reflectingthe reduced effort.
References;
6. Digital ltr of 5 Aug 92, Control #00095; Subj: ECP

#92100

7. ARINC ltr of 29 Aug 92, File: DEC/ADNSII/082092; Subj:
Response to ECP #92100

Ref; Para 1, second subparagraph
Digital Claim:

1.4

On December 22, 1992, Digital resubmitted ECP #92100, as ECE
#92100 RiCl. On January 8, 1993, ARINC again refused to
accept the ECP, directing Digital to make fundamental and
Material changes to it. Nonetheless, Digital continued
performance toward the changed requirements, at continued
substantial cost.
ARINC Response:
On December 22, 1992, Digital submitted only the technical
portion of ECP #92100 for approval (Reference 8). Digitalstated that the cost and schedule portions would be
completed after identification and resolution of all
technical issues.
ARINC did not refuse to accept the ECP. In fact on January
8, 1993, ARINC approved the technical content of ECP #92109Ri Cl contingent upon Digital's incorporation of four pointsinto the ECP. ARINC requested that a complete ECP including
the cost and schedule portions be submitted for its
approval. (Reference 9)

The four points that ARINC requested be incorporated into
the ECP repeated existing Contractual requirements or
previous agreements between Digital and ARINC associated
with ECP #92100. They did not make fundamental or material
changes to either the Contract or the ECP. The points were
as follows:

3
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® Point 1. Incorporating the agreements in Reference 10
which specified that only the 1997 objective network
design had to be presented at the System Design Review
(SDR) and that the implementation sequence for
incrementally fielding the network was to be deliveredafter the SDR.

comment. The requirement to provide an implementation
sequence for incrementally fielding the network is
contained in the original DID 17. ECP #92100 contained a
replacement DID 17 which did not address the
implementation sequence. Since it was an original
requirement and a mutual agreement had been reached on
the delivery time frame, ARINC does not understand how
this can be a fundamental and material change to either
the Contract or ECP #92100.

® Point 2. Deleting a paragraph in the introductory porticnof the ECP (Paragraph 15, second subparagraph) that
described a possible result of implementing the ECP.

Comment. The paragraph did not contain any tasking or
requirements that Digital must satisfy. Thus, deletion of
the paragraph cannot be a fundamental and material changeto the ECP,

Point 3. Replacing paragraph 15.11, last subparagraph,first sentence which states: "Provide an STB design whichwill be capable of exercising the operational network and
software under test conditions." with: "Provide an STB
design that satisfies the requirements of Section C2-6 of
the Contract."
Comment. The ARINC wording eliminates possible confusion
as to the function of the STB. The words in the ECP could
be erroneously interpreted to mean that the STB must be
able to exercise the operational network. Rather than re-
phrase the statement, referring to the STB requirementssection of the Contract (C2-6) is a safer approach.
Substituting the reference to Section C2-6 of the
Contract cannot be considered a fundamental and material
change to the ECP.

@ Point 4. Indicating that Digital must "provide an ADNS Ii
Topology Selection Process Report which identifies the
preliminary site sélection" for packet switches, and re-
do its analysis if there is a significant change in anyof the costs that were used in the preliminary site
selection process.
Comment. Digital accepted this process on December 15,
1992 (Reference 11).
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References:
8. Digital ltr of 22 Dec 92, Control #00131; Subj:

Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) Time Division
Multiplexor (TDM) Elimination, #92100 RI Cl

9. ARINC ltr of @ Jan 93: Subj: Engineering Change
Proposal #92100 R1 Cl

10. ARINC ltr of 1 Sep 92; Subj: ADNS II Network Design
for SDR

11. Digital's CCMail of 12/15/92; Subj: ADNS II Site
Selection

Ref: Para 1, third subparagraph
Digifal Claim

1,5

On January 25, 1993, Digital submitted its final ECP #92100
as BCP #92100 RiC2. On January 29, 1993, ARINC regrettably
rejected ECP #92100. Digital cannot continue to expendsubstantial resources and funds toward a new design, one
imposins materially different risk, cost, and obligation on
Digital, without materially different benefits per ECP
#92100.

ARING Resp... :

On January 8, 1993, ARINC approved the technical content of
ECP #92100 R1 Cl provided that four comments (addressed
above) be incorporated into the ECP. In its January 25,
1993, submission of ECP #92100 R1 C2 (Reference 12), Digital
acknowledged receipt of the required changes but did not
incorporate them into the final form of the ECP as
requested. Digital's price in the 5 Aug 92 version of ECP
#92100 was $359,800 and included costs for efforts outside
the scope directed by ARINC. The scope of ECP #92100 R1C2
had been reduced to comply with ARINC's direction, but
without justification, Digital's price for the ECP increased
from $359,800 to $1,164,805!
ARINC did not reject the ECP; it requested that it be re-
submitted with the four comments addressed either in the ECP
or by a statement in the cover letter indicating that these
agreements are within the scope of the Block Change 1
purchase order, ARINC desired that the total scope of the
ECP #92100 related effort be identified and included in the
price.
In addition, ARINC requésted that the submission of contain
detailed rationale and pricing data that would explain why

5
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the price of the January 5, 1993, version of ECP #92100 haaincreased by over 320% compared to the August 5, 1992,version. We are still waiting for an answer. As an
observation, the Digital proposal for all of BC 1 was 82.7M.
ECP #92100 simplifies and reduces Digital's effort. Thenotion that a reduction in effort causes new costs equal to
40% of the original effort is just not rational.
References:
12, Digital ltr of 25 Jan 93, Control #00136; Subj: CostSection of ECP #92100R1C2

1.6 Ref: Para 1, fourth subparagraph
Digital Claim:
Indeed, by its unilateral material change in the requireddesign and its continued rejection of ECP #92100, ARINC
terminated the Contract. This termination constitutes amaterial breach of ARINC's obligation to permit Digital ts
perform under the Contract.
ARING Response:
ARINC has not terminated the Contract. ARINC has the rightunder the Contract (Section F, paragraph 19.11) to make a
Change in the System Specification. In exercising thatright, ARINC has requested and continues to request from
Digital an ECP that covers only the elimination of the TDMe
from the network design. ARINC has not rejected ECP #92109.It has requested that Digital resubmit a complete ECP,including detailed pricing data.
The request for resubmission of a complete ECP does notinhibit Digital's performance in any way.

Issue 2; Material Expansion of Contract Scope. ARINC repeatedlyinterfered with Digital's performance of the Contract byinsisting that Digital perform substantial, material andexcessive work beyond the scope of the Contract.
2,1 Ref: Para 2.a

Digital aim::

Requiring Digital to design for cost requirements. Section
C2, System Specifications, specifies the criteria for systemdesign. These criteria do not include cost requirements.ARINC's insistence that Digital design for cost requirementsMaterially alters the design parameters and therefore theContract. Furthermore, interjecting cost requirements,

6
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eliminating TDMs from the design, and insisting uponadherence to the original design specifications, areinherently inconsistent. ARINC accordingly has not onlymaterially changed the Contract, but materially increasesDigital's risk, cost and obligation, This is particularlyfrustrating because Digital told ARINC about cost concernswith the Contract requirements, but ARINC insisted thatARINC was responsible for cost and Digital need not considerit.
ARINC Regponge:.
Cost has always been a requirement in accomplishing thesystem/network design, Digital agreed in the Contract tofollow ARINC's Project Development Standard (PDS) (Reference13). Section 4.3, System Design Phase, of the PDS statesthat one of the system level aspects of the engineeringprocess in the system design phase is "the cost of buildingand maintaining the system." Costs must include all costs,such as, cost associated with equipment, facilities, accesscircuits and trunk circuits. ARINCs insistence that Digitalinclude cost in the system/network design is totallyconsistent with Section 4.3 of Reference 13.
Moreover, good systems engineering practices require thatcost be included as a criteria in accomplishing thesystem/network design. Section Cl-1, Paragraph 4 ofReference 13 (System Engineering) states that "Seller shalldesign, build, and implement ADNS II in a manner that isconsistent with good systems engineering practices."
Eliminating TDMs from the design was not inconsistent withcost being a system design criteria.
Digital's statement that "designing for cost requirementsmaterially alters the design parameters and therefore theContract" is inconsistent with Digital's performance on theContract prior to making this outrageous claim. The firstDigital hints that they were changing their perspective camein August of 1992. Previously, Digital's senior managementagreed that costs are part of the System Integrator'sresponsibility.
Digital's working draft version of the Network Design datedMay 1, 1992 (Reference 14) lists "cost optimization" as adesign goal. Digital's working draft version dated May 17,1992 (Reference 15) stated that "the design process involvestradeoffs between objectives of availability, performanceand cost." In Digital's Preliminary version of the NetworkDesign dated June 1, 1992 (Reference 16), it was stated that"design process centered on decisions concerned with threeaspects of the design: availability, performance, and cost".

7
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These statements indicate that Digital had always consideredcost as a major criteria in accomplishing the system/networkdesign.
Reférenceg:
13. ARINC Doc of 15 October 90; Title: ARINC Project

Development Standard - D50355-001-01
14. Digital Doc of 1 May 92; Title: Working PreliminaryDraft ADNS II Network Design - DCN 10053
15. Digital Doc of 17 May 92; Title: Working Draft ADNS IINetwork Design - DCN 10053

16, Digital Doc of 1 June 92; Title: Preliminary ADNS II
Nétwork Design - DCN 10053

Ref: Para 2.b
Digital Claim;

2.2

Changing Contractual Point of Presence (POP) sites. TheContract, Section C-2, para. 1.3.1, pil4, specifies the POPgites for the system design. Nonetheless, ARINC rejectedDigital's design using these POP sites, and required DigitalCo perform substantial new analyses to select POP sitelocations.
ARINC Responge:.
ARINC did not change the contractual requirements regardingPOP sites. The contract requires Digital to perform anetwork design in accordance with the System Specificationand related documents and requires that the design allow forspecified POP sites. When ARINC returned the design documentto Digital, it asked several questions regarding Digital PoPselections, and Digital agreed to modify its design documentin response to the questions. ARINC's focus has always beenon a design that can meet the contractual performancerequirements.

2. _ Ref: Para 2.c
Digital Claim;

4

Changing Contract definitions without specified acceptancecriteria. By way of example of repeated ARINC conduct, DID18 contains a definition of sensitivity analysis whichDigital was required to and did use for the AvailabilityPrediction Report. ARINC, however employed a new definitionof sensitivity analysis in rejecting the APR. Furthermore,
8
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ARINC's refusal to establish criteria for an upper limit on
the number of availability model runs that could result from
ARINC's changed definition would commit Digital to
unlimited, excessive and expensive work,

ARINC Response:
DID 18 of the Contract does not contain a definition of
sensitivity analysis. DID 18 ia the ADNS IT Availability
Model Data Item Description and it describes the model andits capabilities. It is stated that the model shall contain
" a gensitivity analysis feature which will permit examining
the effect of changing components at a site." This clearlydescribes the capability of the sensitivity analysis feature
and is not the definition of sensitivity analysis to be
performed. The Availability Prediction Report (APR) was not
only rejected for missing the sensitivity analysis, but also
for other serious deficiencies; @.9., not providing the
required detail reliability and maintainability analysis for
nodal systems; for providing an inappropriate Markov chain
analysis for the NCS and NIPS 4Reference 5).
Section Cl-1, Paragraph 4, System Engineering states that"Seller shall design, build, and implement ADNS II ina
manner that 18 consistent with good systems engineeringpractices." Good systems engineering practices dictate that
the range of component reliability values analyzed ia based
upon the source of the reliability figures; i.e., field
measurement or estimation. It is Digital's responsibility to
establish the required upper boundary for these analysea.Therefore, Digital's assertion that ARINC would not
establish an upper limit on the number of availability model
runs is pointless; it simply is not ARINC's responsibility.
ARINC can provide its judgement to Digital only as to
correctness of such a limit.
References:
5. ARINC ltr of 17 Jul 92; Subj: APR Preliminary Draft
Ref: Para 2.d
Digital Claim;

Imposing commercially unreasonable requirements inconsistent
with the nature of the Contract. ARINC persisted in forcingDigital to perform innumerable analyses and wasteful
iterations which serve no commercial purpose, are not called
out in the Contract, and impair both Digital's and ARINC'sability to achieve the contract goal of designing and
delivering a new ARINC network. For example, it is hardlyconsistent with the Contract purpose or spirit for ARINC to

3
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insist on excruciating detail for all possible combinations

the network.
and permutations of operational scenarios, detailing all
possible paths and subpaths for message traffic traversing

ARINC Response:
ARINC did not force Digital to perform analyses beyond those
that are required for Digital to do the job. For example,
Digital is required to provide a design that meets the
performance requirements in the Contract. ARINC consistently
Stated that approximately 20% of all the scenarios froma
total of 48 were worst case scenarios that needed in-depth
analysis to ensure that the performance requirements could
be met. It is up to Digital to determine which scenarios
need in depth analysis, and to be able to defend that
determination on some rational basis, which it has been
unable to do.

Issue 3: Rejection of deliverables conforming to the Contract.
Digital Claim;
In June of 1992, Digital submitted key foundational
deliverables, including the Network Design and the
Availability Prediction Report. These documents conformed to
the Contract, but ARINC wrongfully rejected them on
noncontractual, minute and unspecified grounds. Digital
could not and cannot successfully perform its further
Contract obligations since ARINC refused to accept these
foundational documents.

ARINC Response:
As stated in the response to item 1.1, the Network Design
and Availability Prediction Report did not conform to the
Contract in that they did net provide the data required by
Data Item Descriptions #17 (ADNS II Network Design) and #20
(ADNS II Availability Prediction Report). (References 3 and
5)

References:
3. ARINC ltr of 5 Jun 92; Subj: Preliminary Review of

Network Design
5. ARINC ltr of 17 Jul 92; Subj: APR Preliminary Draft

Issue 4 Failure to act in good faith. In addition to the above
conduct, ARINC has displayed a continual pattern of what amounts
to unfair dealing with Digital.

10
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4.1 Ref: Para 4.a
Digital Claim:
ARINC applies its Standards arbitrarily and excessively,
even compared with its own internal interpretation of those
Standards. In fact, ARINC has admitted to Digital that its
interpretation of Digital's obligations under the Standards
are "seventeen times" more severe than ARINC''s applicationof the Standards in other contexts. ARINC also has admitted
that it has used the Digital documents, which ARINC
pressured Digital to submit supposedly in conformance with
the Standards, as a model to redesign its Standards upwards.
ARINC Regponse:
ARINC has not sought to impose standards of performance
beyond contractual performance standards, including ARINC's
Project Development Standard and Documentation Standard,that were provided to Digital prior to Contract execution.
Digital aqreed to these standards as part of the Contract.
ARINC has applied these standards consistently to Digital.

4.2 Ref: Para 4.b
Digital Claim:
ARINC refuses to cooperate with Digital's efforts. By way of
example, ARINC refused to participate on the Contractual
Technical Review Board.
ARINC Response:
ARINC has never refused to cooperate with Digital's efforts.
In fact, it has been quite the opposite. The ARINC Program
Manager and technical team have been made available to
Digital at their site whenever required by Digital. Visitsto Digital averaged 3 times per week for the last 4 months
of 1992,

:

The TRB meeting referred to was held after the Digital
Program Manager told the ARINC Program Manager that the TRB
meeting would be cancelled (Reference 17). ARINC could not
be expected to attend a cancelled TRB meeting.
References;
i?. CCMail of 9 October 92 2:llpm; Subj: ADNS II TRB

4.3 Ref: Para 4.b
Digital Claim:

:

11
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Recently, ARINC has chosen to refuge to answer telephoneCalls by Digital Team members.

ARINC Response:
ARINC consistently answered telephone calls from the Digitalteam.

4.4 Ref: Para 4.

Digital Claim:
ARINC provides inconsistent direction, rejecting Digitalwork performed explicitly in the manner directed by ARINC. Agraphic example involves ARINC Switching Centers. In itsinitial modelling and in conformance with the Contract,Digital recommended San Francisco ag one of the ASCs. ARINCtold Digital to change that ASC to Ferrelview, Missouri.Digital then re-performed the extensive modelling using thatlocation. ARINC, however, subsequently directed Digital toresubstitute San Francisco for Ferrelview.
ARINC Response:
The ARINC Program Manager and Contract Officer did notdirect the uge of Ferrelview instead of San Francisco,

4.5 Ref: Para 4.4
Digital Claim:
ARINC requires extensive work unrelated to Contract goals.ARINC's insistence upon repeated, extensive, detailedanalyses at the design phase diverts Digital's resourcesfrom the goal of desiqning and delivering an operationalnetwork. Instead, ARINC directs Digital to expend its timeproducing a fusillade of hypothetical work detached fromactual network operation. Again, as one example, referenceARINC's August 20, 1993 letter which acknowledges that thetraffic data ARINC supplied needed to be modified, but ARINCdirected Digital to redesign the system using the unmodifieddata.
ARINC Response

Digital's reference to ARINC's August 20, 1992 letter(Reference 7) has been taken out of context. ARINC suppliedthe traffic data to be used in the network design. Inameeting on July 8, 1992 (Reference 18) Digital suggested amodification of the "1994" traffic mix as specified in the"Baseline Circuitry and Traffic Requirements for ADNS II"document for an initial network implementation. However,
12
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Digital indicated later that the modification of the 1994traffic mix would be outside of the Contract scope. In
response to Digital's concerns, ARINC concurred in Digital'ssuggestion to condider only the traffic mix as specified inthe "Baseline Circuitry and Traffic Requirements for ADNSII" document (Reference 19) for its design, thus avoidingany change in current contract scope.
Refer es:

7.
Response to ECP #92100
ARINC ltr of 20 Aug 92, File: DEC/ADNSII/082092 Sub; :

18. ARINC CCMail of 10 July 92; Subj: Digital /ARINCNetwork Design and SSDD Mtg Minutes - 7/8/92
19, ARINC Doc of 17 March 92; Title: Baseline Circuitryand Traffic Requirements for ADNS II

13
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DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL Document

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Doc. No: 051849
Date: 01-Feb-1993 08:25am EST
From: Al Hall @COP

HALL.AL AT Al at GRANMAat DCO
Dept: SALES HQTRS.Tel No: DTN 339-5831/(301) 918-5831

TO: RUSS GULLOTTI @MKO

Subject: ARINC

Russ,
Attached is the final draft of the ARINC letter, some talkingpoints and a draft memo to be sent to all airline account
managers. I am scheduled to meet with Andy at 9:00am today.
Regards,
Al

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL Document

b



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Date: 31-Jan-1993 03:24pm EST
From: Kevin Hartley @COP

HARTLEY.KEVIN AT Al at GRANPA
at DCO

Dept: Law DeptTel No: DIN 339-5160
TO: Al Hall @COP

CC: Rich Alpert @MSOcc: Lynn Busing @ALFcc: Alan Croll @COP

Subject: ARINC-Documents for 2/1 Meeting with Andy Hospodor
Al, the following documents are attached:
1. The draft default letter. Rich Alpert sent this to youdirectly but there are some minor formatting errors when sent
from TEAMLINKS to ALL-IN-1. I have cleaned up the formatting.As Rich indicated, the letter is dated 2/2 (Tuesday). If youelect to deliver the final letter Monday, we should change the
date to 2/1.
2. A suggested script for the various scenarios that mightunfold in your meeting with Andy.
3. A draft memo to be sent to the Digital airline account
managers as soon as possible after your meeting with Andy.
I'll will be in the office early on Monday if you have any
questions.
Regards,
Kevin



February 2, 1993

Andrew T. HospodorChairman and Chief Executive OfficerAeronautical Radio Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401
RE: ADNS II Contract - Termination for ARINC's Default
Dear Andy:
As you know, Digital is committed to a long-term mutuallybeneficial relationship with ARINC. Digital has been workingdiligently to design and deliver an ADNS II network in
conformance with the Contract. In the spirit of cooperation, wehave patiently tried to work with ARINC to date to satisfyARINC's requests, even for work outside the scope of thecontract. We have tried to amicably resolve our differences. Weare deeply disappointed we have not been allowed to perform theContract.
Digital therefore must inform ARINC that ARINC has failed to
perform its material obligations under the Contract.
Accordingly, pursuant to Section F, para. 20, p486 of theContract, Digital hereby terminates the Contract for ARINC'sdefault. Digital is presently calculating its damages, includingall its costs incurred to date, and will present ARINC with its
damages calculation when complete.
Because you may not be fully aware of the situation, let mebriefly describe some of the reasons for the termination:
1. ARINC Default: Rejection of Engineering Change Proposal#92100 for Time Division Multiplexor Elimination. By July1992, Digital had performed considerable work under theContract and delivered key documents pursuant to the

Contract, including the System/Segment Specification, Network
Design, Availability Prediction Report, Availability Model
Documentation and System/Segment Design Document. All ofthis extensive work was based on a TDM-based design, as
required by, e.g., Section c1-4, para. 3, p79. That workalso adhered to the System Specification, Section C2, which
specified requirements such as Network Performance,Availability and Reliability.
In July 1992, however, ARINC unilaterally and withoutconsultation with Digital eliminated TDMs from the design.Additionally, ARINC imposed materially new system
requirements. These material changes required Digital toessentially redo its design, reliability and availabilitywork, and required Digital to materially increase its risk,



cost and obligation under the Contract. As a result, on
August 5, 1992 pursuant to the Contract, Digital submitted
ECP #92100. Even though ARINC did not accept ECP #92100,
ARINC directed Digital to cease performance toward the
Contract design and perform toward the new, non-Contractual
requirements. Digital proceeded to do so at substantial
cost. On December 22, 1992, Digital resubmitted ECP #92100,
as ECP #92100 R1C1. On January 8, 1993, ARINC again refused
to accept the ECPirecting Digital to make fundamental and
material changes to it. Nonetheless, Digital continued
performance toward the changed requirements, at continued
substantial cost.
On January 25, 1993, Digital submitted its final ECP #92100,
as ECP 92100 R1C2. On January 29, 1993, ARINC regrettably
rejected ECP #92100. Digital cannot continue to expend
substantial resources and funds toward a new design, one
imposing materially different risk, cost and obligation on
Digital, without materially different benefits per ECP
#92100.
Indeed, by its unilateral material change in the required
design and its continued rejection of ECP #92100, ARINC
terminated the Contract. This termination constitutes a
material breach of ARINC's obligation to permit Digital to
perform under the Contract.
ARINC Default: Material Expansion of Contract Scope. ARINC
repeatedly interfered with Digital's performance of the
Contract by insisting that Digital perform substantial,
material and excessive work beyond the scope of the Contract.
There are numerous instances of this material breach, but
here are a few examples:

2.

a. Requiring Digital to design for cost
requirements. Section C2, System Specifications, specifies
the criteria for system design. These criteria do not include
cost requirements. ARINC's insistence that Digital design
for cost requirements materially alters the design parameters
and therefore the Contract. Furthermore, interjecting cost
requirements, eliminating TDMs from the design, and insisting
upon adherence to the original design specifications, are
inherently inconsistent. ARINC accordingly has not only
materially changed the Contract but materially increases
Digital's risk, cost and obligation. This is particularly
frustrating because Digital told ARINC about cost concerns
with the Contract requirements, but ARINC insisted that ARINC
was responsible for cost and Digital need not consider it.

b. Changing Contractual Point of Presence (POP)

specifies the POP sites for the system design. Nonetheless,
ARINC rejected Digital' design using these POP sites, and
required Digital to perform substantial new analyses to

The Contract, C-2, para. 1.3.1, pll4,sites.



select POP site locations.
c. Changing Contract definitions without specifiedacceptance criteria. By way of example of repeated ARINC

conduct, DID 18 contains a definition of sensitivity analysiswhich Digital was required to and did use for theAvailability Prediction Report. ARINC, however employed a newdefinition of sensitivity analysis in rejecting the APR.
Furthermore, ARINC's refusal to establish criteria for an
upper limit on the number of availability model runs thatcould result from ARINC's changed definition would commitDigital to unlimited, excessive and expensive work.

d. Imposing commercially unreasonable requirementsinconsistent with the nature of the Contract. ARINC
persisted in forcing Digital to perform innumerable analysesand wasteful iterations which serve no commercial purpose,are not called out in the Contract, and impair both Digital'sand ARINC's ability to achieve the contract goal of designingand delivering a new ARINC network. For example, it is
hardly consistent with the Contract purpose or spirit for
ARINC to insist on excruciating detail for all possiblecombinations and permutations of operational scenarios,detailing all possible paths and subpaths for message traffic
traversing the network.
ARINC Default: Rejection of deliverables conforming to theContract. In June of 1992, Digital submitted keyfoundational deliverables, including the Network Design andthe Availability Prediction Report. These documents
conformed to the Contract, but ARINC wrongfully rejected them
on noncontractual, minute and unspecified grounds. Digitalcould not and cannot successfully perform its furtherContract obligations since ARINC refused to accept thesefoundational documents.

3.

ARINC Default: Failure to act in good faith. In addition to
the above conduct, ARINC has displayed a continual pattern of
what amounts to unfair dealing with Digital. For example:

4.

a. ARINC applies its Standards arbitrarily and
excessively, even compared with its own internal
interpretation of those Standards. In fact, ARINC has
admitted to Digital that its interpretation of Digital'sobligations under the Standards are "seventeen times" more
severe than ARINC's application of the Standards in othercontexts. ARINC also has admitted that it has used the
Digital documents, which ARINC pressured Digital to submit
supposedly in conformance with the Standards, as a model to
redesign its Standards upwards.

b. ARINC refuses to cooperate with Digital'sefforts. By way of example, ARINC refused to participate on
the Contractual Technical Review Board. Recently, ARINC has



chosen to refuse to answer telephone calls by Digital Teammembers.

c. ARINC provides inconsistent direction,rejecting Digital work performed explicitly in the mannerdirected by ARINC. A graphic example involves ARINC
Switching Centers. In its initial modelling and in
conformance with the Contract, Digital recommended SanFrancisco as one of the ASCs.- ARINC told Digital to changethat ASC to Ferrelview, Missouri. Digital then re-performedthe extensive modelling using that location. ARINC,however, subsequently directed Digital to resubstitute SanFrancisco for Ferrelview.

d. ARINC requires extensive work unrelated toContract goals. ARINC's insistence upon repeated, extensive,detailed analyses at the design phase diverts Digital'sresources from the goal of designing and delivering anoperational network. Instead, ARINC directs Digital to
expend its time producing a fusillade of hypothetical workdetached from actual network operation. Again, as one
example, reference ARINC's August 20, 1992 letter which
acknowledges that the traffic data ARINC supplied needed tobe modified, but ARINC directed Digital to redesign the
system using the unmodified data.
It appears from ARINC's actions that ARINC does not wantDigital to perform or complete the Contract. Whether that isbecause ARINC's business needs have changed, because ARINCdoes not want to pay Digital, because ARINC sees theContract as a means of securing as much of Digital'sknowledge and work product as possible, or because ARINCdesires to use Digital as a knowledge base to allow ARINC to
develop its network in-house, ARINC has materially preventedDigital from performing the Contract.

Again, Digital sincerely regrets the need for this letter, andDigital certainly would have preferred to be allowed to performthe Contract. However, ARINC has made that impossible.
For the reasons contained herein and for other reasons, pleaseconsider the Contract terminated for ARINC's default.
Sincerely,

Alton J. Hall
Vice President



PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
OPINION OF DIGITAL ATTORNEY

AL HALL TALKING POINTS FOR 2/1 MEETING WITH ANDY HOSPODOR

Al, here are suggested responses to various scenarios that
might occur during your meeting with Andy:
1. Andy reacts heatedly ("Only ARINC can terminate thecontract", "Digital has fixed price contract", "ARINC is

going to terminate Digital for default")
Response: Digital reviewed this matter thoroughly, is

to proceed with the formal notice of default.

rd. (I recommend avoiding discussing the details of

gital pays ARINC money and/or gives ARINC work in

Sponse: No. Digital believes it is entitled tolief (damages) from ARINC.

parties shake hands and go there separate ways

rminate ARINC for default very reluctantly. Havingdone so, we believe strongly that we are entitled tolief from ARINC.

y asks how much ARINC would have to pay Digital tottle this matter
Sponse: Digital is currently computing its damagesand will give him a figure within a few days. Ask

Andy how much he is willing to pay to settle. (Unless
surprises you with a very high number, I recommend

you tell him you will have to think about it and willt back to him). Any settlement should be subject to
a signed settlement agreement.
says Digital can't terminate but must go through

Because Digital is terminating the contract, the

convince ad it is justified in terminating the contract, andintends
2. Andy tries to dispute the details of the letter

Response : The letter speaks for itself and Digital stands byevery wo
the letter. It is likely to prove fruitless. In addition,
Andy could try and use his discussion with you as evidencelater).

3. Andy proposes a settlement which could take various forms:
a. Di

peogress for free
Re
re

b. Th

Response: No. Digital came to the decision tote
re
An
se

Re

he

ge

4. Andyarbitrat ion
Response



arbitration clause is no longer in effect.
5. Andy refuses to read or accept the letter

Response: Try to leave a copy of the letter with him. If
he refuses, there is no need to force it on him. We can
simply send the final letter as planned.

6. Andy asks if Digital is going to sue ARINC

Response: We believe strongly in the merits of our case and
are evaluating our legal options (I would avoid stating that
we will sue ARINC - I don't believe we have made that
decision yet).

7. Andy asks for more time before Digital sends the final
default letter
Response: This is a judgment call for you. However, I do
not recommend extending the date on which we intend to
deliver the final letter. A delay would simply give ARINC
more time to try and default Digital first, or try and alter
the relationship or facts in some way as to weaken our
case.

8. Andy recommends that a third party be brought in to mediate
the dispute and/or Digital and ARINC should renegotiate the
contract
Response: Digital reached the decision to terminate the
contract only after concluding that the relationship is so
adversarial, and that ARINC's defaults are so substantial,
that Digital had no alternative but to terminate the
contract. We do not believe that mediation or
re-negotiation would be fruitful in this environment. We
are prepared to consider assisting, on a time and materials
basis, in the transition to a new vendor if ARINC wishes.

9. Andy asks about going forward with the CSC audit.
Response: Because the contract is being terminated, there is
no basis for going forward with the audit.

10. Andy reacts in some other way we haven't anticipated
Response: Generally, I recommend we stick to our position
that we believe Digital is entitled to terminate ARINC for
default and intends to deliver the final default letter the
next day. If you are truly caught off guard, I suggest you
tell Andy you will have think about his response and will
get back to him ASAP.



(Memo from Al Hall to Digital Account Managers for Airlines onthe Board of Directors of ARINC)
kkKKEKURGENT - TERMINATION OF AIRLINE INDUSTRY CONTRACT**xx%x
The purpose of this memo is to advise you of an impendingaction by Digital which may affect, or at least generatequestions by, your customer.
On July 18, 1991, Digital and Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC)
signed a contract under which Digital would design develop, anddeliver a network for ARINC. On or about February 2, 1993,Digital plans to terminate the contract due to certain materialdefaults by ARINC. You will be notified immediately when the
ARINC contract is in fact terminated.
The members of the ARINC Board of Directors include executivesof the following airlines: United, American, and U.S. Air. Weare in the process of determining the identity of the other
ARINC Board members.

You may receive inquiries from your customer regarding thismatter. The following are suggested messages that would be
appropriate to provide your customer:
1. Digital plans to terminate the contract due to ARINC'sdefault under the contract.
2. Digital decision to terminate the ARINC contract comes onlyafter Digital's best efforts to (a) deliver the proposedsolution in accordance with the contract, and (b) amicablyresolve serious disputes between the parties proved fruitlessbecause of the defaults of ARINC.
3. Digital remains committed to the networking business in
general, and to the airline industry in particular. Thisaction by Digital in no way impairs Digital's ability or
commitment to deliver networking solutions to our airlinecustomers.
If you have any questions concerning the ARINC contract, pleasefeel free to call Rich Alpert, DTN 223-7559, or Kevin Hartley,DTN 339-5160, in the Law Department.



ARIAIC
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465
410-266-4050

REC

May 13, 1993

Mr. Russell Guilotti
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Merrimack, New Hampshire 03050-4303

Dear Russ:

Thanks for your letter of 12 April 1993, inviting me to brief your staff on our
experience with Digital. I will be in Boston on 21-23 June 1993 for the Institute of
Navigation Conference. I am on the agenda for the first day as a keynote speaker

I have only one condition. I will only make this presentation if you guarantee that
"Edward Lucente and Robert Palmer will be in the audience. A significant part of
my message will be directed towards the lack of management focus at Digital in
system integration. Let me know if this meets your purpose.

Andrew T. Hcspodor
Chairnan and

Chief Executive Officer

but could be available 22@ June to meet with you.

Very truly yours,

>

ARINC Incorporated « Aeronautical Radio, Inc. ARINC Research Corporation



tal
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Russell A. Gullotti Merrimack, New Hampshire
Vice President 03050-4303

April 12, 1993

Mr. Andrew HospodorChairman and Chief Executive Officer
Arinec Incorporated
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465

Dear Andy:
I hope things are progressing well with Arine and,specifically, with your program to build a new network.
Let me tell you the reason for this letter...
In my current role as the Vice President for Digital's UnitedStates Sales & Service organization, I am constantly tryingto keep the senior leadership of the U.S. aware of customer
input, both good and bad. A thought that has crossed my mindis that it would be exceptionally useful for my staff to hearfrom you personally about your experience in dealing withDigital as a Systems Integrator. Being the direct, honest
person that you are, I know I could count on you to tell usabout your disappointments and why you think we failed you.I can assure you that my staff would be in "listen mode" andwould benefit greatly from hearing from you personally.
I know this is probably an odd request given the
circumstances, but it is something I'd like you to consider.If you are willing to do this please let me know and
work a time that is convenient to you. If you have questionsor would like to discuss this more by all means, feel free tocall me at 603-884-6209. If you think this is an
inappropriate request, I will understand completely.
In any case, the snow is beginning to melt up here and I
suspect that within two weeks I'll be able to take out someof my frustrations on a little white golf ball. Perhapsreally be in luck and the water hazards will still be frozen!
Sincerely,

Russ Gullotti
Vice President, U.S. Area



Printed by Kevin Hartley @COP

INTEROFFICE HEHORANDUH
Doc. No: 017576
Date: 26-Feb-1993 09:47am EST
From: Kevin Hartley @CoP

HARTLEY.KEVIN
Dept: Law DeptTel No: DTN 339-5160

Russ Gullotti @MKO )

Settlement Agreement - Signature Requested
ttached are four (4) originals of the settlement

arize the agreement:
Contract is terminated;

party releases the other from any liability and agrees
to sue;
party can keep materials received from the other party

agreement contains a joint statement which either party
provide as it deems fit to third parties. Digital has
specific right to provide the joint statement directly
agree to do so himself; and

do with work in progress and what can be discussed with
d parties. Of primary importance, because ARINC would
agree to restrictions on what it could discuss with its
d (justifiably so), we are not restricted in what we can
uss with companies represented on the ARINC Board which
also our customers. This may be important because I
rstand we may have already received (and may in the

omers. We have the right to "set the record straight"

TO: Remote Addressee

Subject: ARINC

Russ, a
agreement between Digital and ARINC signed by Andy Hospodor,
and whi ch I recommend you sign. Al Hall signed a fax copy of
the agreement on Friday, 2/26/93.
To summ

1. the
2. neither party pays the other any money;

3. each
not

4. each
to date, neither party must provide any additional materials
to the other;

5. the
may
the
to the ARINC Board members if you wish to do so - Andy would
not

6. there are confidentiality restrictions on what the parties
canthir
not
Boar
disc
are
unde
futu re receive) some bad press from Andy among our airline
cust



aS appropriate with those customers.
I understand that you do not wish to take affirmative steps to
send out the joint statement to customers or to otherwise
discuss this matter with customers, but simply to be preparedto respond if this matter is raised by customers. You and/orAl Hall may wish to communicate this preferred approach to
appropriate CBU management.
If the settlement agreement is acceptable to you, please:
a. sign all four (4) originals of the agreement and the Joint

Statement (Exhibit A);
b. return two (2) fully executed originals to me for the ARINCfiles, and send two (2) originals to Andy Hospodor at:

Mr. Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
ARINC Incorporated
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

If you would like for me to return the signed documents to
ARINC, please send all four originals back to me and I will
take care of it.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call me anytime.
My home number is (301) 340-7362.
Thus ends the ARINC project.
Regards,

Kevin



AGREEMENT

This Agreement, effective February 26, 1993, is between
Aeronautical Radio, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("ARINC"), and
Digital Equipment Corporation, a Massachusetts corporation
("Digital").

RECITALS
A. On July 18, 1991, ARINC and Digital executed a contract (the

*Contract") for the design, development, and delivery of the ARINC
Data Network Service II ("ADNS II") network.

B. The first phase of the Contract, called "Block Change I",
requires Digital, among other things, to develop and deliver to
ARINC certain documents relating to the design of the proposed
ADNS II network. Certain disputes have arisen between the parties
under the Contract. All disputes arising under or relating to the
Contract are hereinafter referred to as the "Disputes".

Each party acknowledges that the other party endeavored to
complete the Contract with professionalism and integrity.

D. The parties desire to settle the Disputes amicably.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions set
forth below, and notwithstanding any other agreement between the
parties, ARINC and Digital, intending to be legally bound, agree as
follows:

1. Termination of Contract. The Contract is hereby terminated
in its entirety by mutual consent of ARINC and Digital. All
rights, obligations and liabilities of the parties under the
Contract are hereby extinguished, including but not limited to (a)
the obligation of either party to pay the other any money in
connection with the Contract, and (2) the obligation of Digitalafter the effective date hereof to provide to ARINC any draft or
final documents, drawings, network designs, performance models,
reports, materials or any other work in progress of any description
specified in or relating to the Contract (collectively "Work in
Progress").

2. Joint Statement. As part of this Agreement, the partiesshall execute the joint statement appended as Exhibit A (the "Joint
Statement"). Digital may deliver this Joint Statement to the
members of the ARINC Board of Directors as identified in Appendix
B. Each party shall be free to provide a copy of the Joint
Statement to its customers, employees, subcontractors and other
entities as it deems necessary and appropriate.



3. Release and Covenant Not to Sue.
a. ARINC and Digital, for themselves and their respective

parents, affiliates and subsidiaries, hereby release and
forever discharge each other and the other's officers,
directors, agents, employees, stockholders, and assigns,
from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, debts,
covenants, contracts, controversies, agreements,
promises, damages, claims and demands whatsoever, in law
or equity, which the releasing party may now have, have
had or may in the future have, whether known or unknown
in any way arising under or related to the Contract or
the Disputes. Each party expressly understands and
acknowledges that it is possible that unknown losses or
claims exist or that present losses may have been
underestimated in amount or severity and that the
commitments of the parties hereunder were given in
exchange for a full accord, satisfaction and discharge of
all such known and unknown claims.

b. Each of ARINC and Digital agrees and covenants not to sue
or bring any action against the other (or any past,
present or future employee, agent, officer, director,
shareholder, subsidiary, affiliate, parent company,
representative, or contractor) in any forum (includingarbitration or courts of law or equity) arising under or
relating to the Contract or the Disputes.

4. Confidentiality. Each of the parties hereto agrees to
maintain in confidence the contents of the terms of this Agreement,
the consideration for this Agreement and, after the effective date
of this Agreement, any negative characterization concerning the
performance of the other party (collectively the "Information"),
except as follows:

a.

b.

distribution of the Joint Statement in accordance with
Section 2 of this Agreement;
upon the prior written consent of the other party, signed
by a corporate officer of the other party;

Cc. to its employees, directors, attorneys and independentauditors who have a need to know;
da. by Digital to its customers who are represented on the

Board of Directors of ARINC. The name, address and
company of the individuals on the ARINC Board of
Directors are listed in Exhibit B;

e. As reguired by law, but only if the disclosing party
promptly notifies the other party of the requirement of
such disclosure so as to enable the other party to obtain
a protective or similar order prior to disclosure. The
disclosing party will, to the extent reasonable,



cooperate with the other party to prevent or limit the
disclosure of the Information. The expense of the
efforts to limit or prevent disclosure, including
obtaining a protective order, shall be borne by the party
who objects to the disclosure; and

f. in accordance with Section 5, below.
5. Ownership of Work in Proqress.

a. ARINC and Digital recognize that they have exchanged
extensive Work in Progress and other information regarding the ADNS
II program. Each party may retain all Work in Progress and other
information received from the other party on or prior to the
effective date of this Agreement, and shall have the non-exclusive,
royalty-free, "paid-up", perpetual right and license to use, copy,
distribute, modify and create derivative works from such materials
for any purpose.

b. Either party may disclose Work in Progress to another
networking vendor ("New Vendor") and identify for the New Vendor
how the disclosing party would like for the New Vendor to change or
modify the Work in Progress, provided the disclosing party (i)deletes the other party's name from any Work in Progress so
disclosed; (ii) does not refer to the other party by name to the
New Vendor; and (iii) after the effective date of this Agreement,
does not make any negative characterizations concerning the
performance of the other party.

6. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Maryland, exclusive of its conflict of laws.

7. Representation by Counsel. Each party expressly agrees thatit has been represented by counsel with respect to this Agreement
and all matters covered by it, and that it has been fully advised
by its attorneys with respect to its rights and obligations
hereunder.

8. Authority. Each party represents and warrants that it has
the right and authority to execute this Agreement, and that it has
not sold, assigned, or otherwise set over to any other person or
entity any claim, lien, demand, cause of action, obligation, damage
or liability covered hereby.

9. Successors and Assians. This Agreement shall be binding and
inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of
the parties hereto.

10. Invalidity of Provisions. If any provision of this Agreementshall be held invalid or illegal, such invalidity or illegalityshall not invalidate the whole of this Agreement but, rather, the
Agreement shall be construed as if it did not contain the invalid
or illegal part, and the rights and obligations of the partiesshall be construed and enforced accordingly.



11. Inadmissibility. The terms of this Agreement shall be
inadmissible for any purpose in any litigation, arbitration, or any
other dispute resolution process, in any forum or jurisdiction,
other than to secure enforcement of the terms and conditions of
this Agreement itself.
12. Headings. The headings of the various sections of this

Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference and shall not
be deemed to be a part of this Agreement.
13. Notices. Any notice or other communication required under

or relating to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be sent
pre-paid first class mail or a national overnight delivery service
(e.g. Federal Express) to the other party at the following address:
If to ARINC:
Mr. Chris A. WargoVice President
Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

with a copy to:
John C. Smith, Esq.
Deputy General Counsel
ARINC Incorporated
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

If to Digital:
Mr. Alan Croll
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

with a copy to:
Kevin Hartley, Esq.
Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

Notice shall be deemed given when deposited in an authorized U.S.
mail deposit box or with a national overnight delivery service.

14. Entire Aareement. This Agreement sets forth the entire
understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof and may not be superseded, amended or otherwise altered
except by a written instrument signed by the parties hereto.



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of
the day and year first above written.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC. DIGITAL QUIPMENT CORPORATION

GZBY: BY:

NAME: Andrew T. Hospodor NAME: Russ-ei A. G vile %

TITLE:TITLE: CEOChairman and Vice



EXHIBITA
JOINT STATEMENT BY ARINC AND DIGITAL

On July 18, 1991, Aeronautical Radio, Inc. ("ARINC") and Digital
Equipment Corporation ("Digital") executed a contract under which
Digital was to design, develop and deliver a new data network to
ARINC.

ARINC and Digital have worked diligently to perform their
respective obligations under the Contract. Due to unanticipated
events, however, ARINC and Digital have determined that it is no
longer in either party's best interest to continue under the
Contract amicably on February 26, 1993.
Contract. Thus, ARINC and Digital elected to terminate the

ARINC and Digital wish to emphasize that the mutual decision to
terminate the Contract should not be construed as a reflection on
the performance or capabilities of either party. Each party
acknowledges that the other party endeavored to complete the
Contract with professionalism and integrity. Neither party has
ruled out the possibility of transacting business with the other in
the future.
ARINC and Digital wish to reaffirm their respective commitments to
the airline industry in general and to designing, developing, and
delivering state-of-the-art networking solutions in particular.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Andrew T. Hospodor Russell A. GuMottiBY: BY:

Chairman and CEO Vice President, U.S. Area



EXHIBIT B

MEMBERS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF ARINC INCORPORATED OR
AERONAUTICAL RADIO,

Mr. Gerald L. Doherty
Trans World Airlines, Inc.
P. O. Box 20007
Kansas City, Missouri 64195

Mr. Jerome L. Galant
American Airlines
P. 0. Box 619616
MD 1406
DFW Airport, TX 75261-9616

Mr. Frederick J. Haap, III
Mead Corporation
Hangar Number 4
Dayton International Airport
Vandalia, Ohio 45377

Capt. David Haapala
Northwest Airlines, Inc.
Minneapolis/St. Paul AirportMail Stop F7400
Minneapolis Minnesota 55111

Mr. John HarperUSAir
2345 Crystal Drive
Crystal Park Four
Arlington, VA 22227

Mr. Richard J. Hillman
Continental Airlines
2929 Allen Parkway, Room 927
Houston, Texas 77019

Mr. Andrew T. Hospodor
The ARINC Companies
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

INC.

Mr. Paul Rendich
Pan Am World Airways,
111 Broadway
New York, New York 10006

Inc.

Mr. Winn StephensonFederal Express
2828 Business Park Drive
Memphis, Tennessee 38118-2811
Mr. Robert E. WoodyardDelta Air Lines, Inc.
Hartsfield Atlanta Int'1 Airport
Dept. 803
Atlanta, Georgia 30320

Mr. John 0. WatsonBritish Airways
Speedbird House - Room V425
London Heathrow Airport
Hounslow, Middlesex TW6 2JA
England



AGREEMENT

This Agreement, effective February 26, 1993, is between
Aeronautical Radio, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("ARINC"), and
Digital Equipment Corporation, a Massachusetts corporation
("Digital").

RECITALS
A. On July 18, 1991, ARINC and Digital executed a contract (the

"Contract") for the design, development, and delivery of the ARINC
Data Network Service II ("ADNS II") network.

B. The first phase of the Contract, called "Block Change I",
requires Digital, among other things, to develop and deliver to
ARINC certain documents relating to the design of the proposed
ADNS II network. Certain disputes have arisen between the parties
under the Contract. All disputes arising under or relating to the
Contract are hereinafter referred to as the "Disputes".

C. Each party acknowledges that the other party endeavored to
complete the Contract with professionalism and integrity.

D. The parties desire to settle the Disputes amicably.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions set
forth below, and notwithstanding any other agreement between the
parties, ARINC and Digital, intending to be legally bound, agree as
follows:

1. Termination of Contract. The Contract is hereby terminated
in its entirety by mutual consent of ARINC and Digital. All
rights, obligations and liabilities of the parties under the
Contract are hereby extinguished, including but not limited to (a)
the obligation of either party to pay the other any money in
connection with the Contract, and (2) the obligation of Digitalafter the effective date hereof to provide to ARINC any draft or
final documents, drawings, network designs, performance models,
reports, materials or any other work in progress of any description
specified in or relating to the Contract (collectively "Work in
Progress").

2. Joint Statement. As part of this Agreement, the partiesshall execute the joint statement appended as Exhibit A (the "Joint
Statement"). Digital may deliver this Joint Statement to the
members of the ARINC Board of Directors as identified in Appendix
B. Each party shall be free to provide a copy of the Joint
Statement to its customers, employees, subcontractors and other
entities as it deems necessary and appropriate.



3. Release and Covenant Not to Sue.

a. ARINC and Digital, for themselves and their respective
parents, affiliates and subsidiaries, hereby release and
forever discharge each other and the other's officers,
directors, agents, employees, stockholders, and assigns,
from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, debts,
promises, damages, claims and demands whatsoever, in law
or equity, which the releasing party may now have, have
had or may in the future have, whether known or unknown
in any way arising under or related to the Contract or
the Disputes. Each party expressly understands and
acknowledges that it is possible that unknown losses or
claims exist or that present losses may have been
underestimated in amount or severity and that the
commitments of the parties hereunder were given in
exchange for a full accord, satisfaction and discharge of
all such known and unknown claims.

covenants, contracts, controversies, agreements,

b. Each of ARINC and Digital agrees and covenants not to sue
or bring any action against the other (or any past,
present or future employee, agent, officer, director,

. shareholder, subsidiary, affiliate, parent company,
representative, or contractor) in any forum (includingarbitration or courts of law or equity) arising under or
relating to the Contract or the Disputes.

4. Confidentiality. Each of the parties hereto agrees to
maintain in confidence the contents of the terms of this Agreement,
the consideration for this Agreement and, after the effective date
of this Agreement, any negative characterization concerning the
performance of the other party (collectively the "Information"),
except as follows:

a.

b.

distribution of the Joint Statement in accordance with
Section 2 of this Agreement;

upon the prior written consent of the other party, signed
by a corporate officer of the other party;
to its employees, directors, attorneys and independentauditors who have a need to know;

a. by Digital to its customers who are represented on the
Board of Directors of ARINC. The name, address and
company of the individuals on the ARINC Board of
Directors are listed in Exhibit B;

e. As required by law, but only if the disclosing party
promptly notifies the other party of the requirement of
such disclosure so as to enable the other party to obtain
a protective or similar order prior to disclosure. The
disclosing party will, to the extent reasonable,



cooperate with the other party to prevent or limit the
disclosure of the Information. The expense of the
efforts to limit or prevent disclosure, including
obtaining a protective order, shall be borne by the party
who objects to the disclosure; and

f. in accordance with Section 5, below.

5. Ownership of Work in Proqress.
a. ARINC and Digital recognize that they have exchanged

extensive Work in Progress and other information regarding the ADNS
II program. Each party may retain all Work in Progress and other
information received from the other party on or prior to the
effective date of this Agreement, and shall have the non-exclusive,
royalty-free, "paid-up", perpetual right and license to use, copy,
distribute, modify and create derivative works from such materials
for any purpose.

b. Either party may disclose Work in Progress to another
networking vendor ("New Vendor") and identify for the New Vendor
how the disclosing party would like for the New Vendor to change or
modify the Work in Progress, provided the disclosing party (i)
deletes the other party's name from any Work in Progress so
disclosed; (ii) does not refer to the other party by name to the
New Vendor; and (iii) after the effective date of this Agreement,
does not make any negative characterizations concerning the
-performance of the other party.

6. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Maryland, exclusive of its conflict of laws.

7. Representation by Counsel. Each party expressly agrees thatit has been represented by counsel with respect to this Agreement
and all matters covered by it, and that it has been fully advised
by its attorneys with respect to its rights and obligations
hereunder.

8. Authority. Each party represents and warrants that it has
the right and authority to execute this Agreement, and that it has
not sold, assigned, or otherwise set over to any other person or
entity any claim, lien, demand, cause of action, obligation, damage
or liability covered hereby.

9. Successors and Assiqns. This Agreement shall be binding and
inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of
the parties hereto.
10. Invalidity of Provisions. If any provision of this Agreementshall be held invalid or illegal, such invalidity or illegalityshall not invalidate the whole of this Agreement but, rather, the

Agreement shall be construed as if it did not contain the invalid
or illegal part, and the rights and obligations of the partiesshall be construed and enforced accordingly.



11. Inadmissibility. The terms of this Agreement shall be
inadmissible for any purpose in any litigation, arbitration, or any
other dispute resolution process, in any forum or jurisdiction,
other than to secure enforcement of the terms and conditions of
this Agreement itself.
12. Headings. The headings of the various sections of this

Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference and shall not
be deemed to be a part of this Agreement.
13. Notices. Any notice or other communication required under

or relating to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be sent
pre-paid first class mail or a national overnight delivery service
(e.g. Federal Express) to the other party at the following address:
If to ARINC:

Mr. Chris A. WargoVice President
Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

with a copy to:
John C. Smith, Esq.
Deputy General Counsel
ARINC Incorporated
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

If to Digital:
Mr. Alan Croll
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

with a copy to:
Kevin Hartley, Esq.Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

Notice shall be deemed given when deposited in an authorized U.S.
mail deposit box or with a national overnight delivery service.

14. Entire Aqreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire
understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof and may not be superseded, amended or otherwise altered
except by a written instrument signed by the parties hereto.



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of
the day and year first above written.
AERONAUTICAL RAD O INC. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

BY: BY:
>

NAME:NAME : Andrew T. Hospodr

TITLE:Chairman and CEOTITLE:



EXHIBIT A

JOINT STATEMENT BY ARINC AND DIGITAL
On July 18, 1991, Aeronautical Radio, Inc. ("ARINC") and Digital
Equipment Corporation ("Digital") executed a contract under which
Digital was to design, develop and deliver a new data network to
ARINC.

ARINC and Digital have worked diligently to perform their
respective obligations under the Contract. Due to unanticipated
events, however, ARINC and Digital have determined that it is no
longer in either party's best interest to continue under the
Contract amicably on February 26, 1993.
Contract. Thus, ARINC and Digital elected to terminate the

ARINC and Digital wish to emphasize that the mutual decision to
terminate the Contract should not be construed as a reflection on
the performance or capabilities of either party. Each party
acknowledges that the other party endeavored to complete the
Contract with professionalism and integrity. Neither party has
ruled out the possibility of transacting business with the other in
the future.
ARINC and Digital wish to reaffirm their respective commitments to
the airline industry in general and to designing, developing, and
delivering state-of-the-art networking solutions in particular.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Andrew T. Hospodor Russell A. GullottiBY:

Chairman and CEO Vice President, U.S. Area



EXHIBIT B

MEMBERS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF ARINC INCORPORATED OR
AERONAUTICAL RADIO,

Mr. Gerald L. Doherty
Trans World Airlines, Inc.
P. O. Box 20007
Kansas City, Missouri 64195

Mr. Jerome L. Galant
American Airlines
P. O. Box 619616
MD 1406
DFW Airport, TX 75261-9616

Mr. Frederick J.
Mead Corporation
Hangar Number 4
Dayton International Airport
Vandalia, Ohio 45377

Haap, III

Capt. David Haapala
Northwest Airlines, Inc.
Minneapolis/St. Paul AirportMail Stop F7400
Minneapolis Minnesota 55111

Mr. John HarperUSAir
2345 Crystal Drive
Crystal Park Four
Arlington, VA 22227

Mr. Richard J. Hillman
Continental Airlines
2929 Allen Parkway, Room 927
Houston, Texas 77019

Mr. Andrew T. Hospodor
The ARINC Companies
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

INC.

Mr. Paul Rendich
Pan Am World Airways,
111 Broadway
New York, New York 10006

Inc.

Mr. Winn StephensonFederal Express
2828 Business Park Drive
Memphis, Tennessee 38118~2811

Mr. Robert E. WoodyardDelta Air Lines, Inc.
Hartsfield Atlanta Int'l Airport
Dept. 803
Atlanta, Georgia 30320

Mr. John O. WatsonBritish Airways
Speedbird House - Room V425
London Heathrow Airport
Hounslow, Middlesex TW6 2JA
England



AGREEMENT

This Agreement, effective February 26, 1993, is between
Aeronautical Radio, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("ARINC"), and
Digital Equipment Corporation, a Massachusetts corporation
("Digital").

RECITALS
A. On July 18, 1991, ARINC and Digital executed a contract (the

""Contract") for the design, development, and delivery of the ARINC
Data Network Service II ("ADNS II") network.

B. The first phase of the Contract, called "Block Change I",
requires Digital, among other things, to develop and deliver to
ARINC certain documents relating to the design of the proposed
ADNS II network. Certain disputes have arisen between the parties
under the Contract. All disputes arising under or relating to the
Contract are hereinafter referred to as the "Disputes".

Each party acknowledges that the other party endeavored to
complete the Contract with professionalism and integrity.

D. The parties desire to settle the Disputes amicably.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions set
forth below, and notwithstanding any other agreement between the
parties, ARINC and Digital, intending to be legally bound, agree as
follows:

1. Termination of Contract. The Contract is hereby terminated
in its entirety by mutual consent of ARINC and Digital. All
rights, obligations and liabilities of the parties under the
Contract are hereby extinguished, including but not limited to (a)
the obligation of either party to pay the other any money in
connection with the Contract, and (2) the obligation of Digitalafter the effective date hereof to provide to ARINC any draft or
final documents, drawings, network designs, performance models,
reports, materials or any other work in progress of any description
specified in or relating to the Contract (collectively "Work in
Progress").

2. Joint Statement. As part of this Agreement, the partiesshall execute the joint statement appended as Exhibit A (the "Joint
Statement"). Digital may deliver this Joint Statement to the
members of the ARINC Board of Directors as identified in Appendix
B. Each party shall be free to provide a copy of the Joint
Statement to its customers, employees, subcontractors and other
entities as it deems necessary and appropriate.



3. Release and Covenant Not to Sue.
a. ARINC and Digital, for themselves and their respective

parents, affiliates and subsidiaries, hereby release and
forever discharge each other and the other's officers,
directors, agents, employees, stockholders, and assigns,
from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, debts,
covenants, contracts, controversies, agreements,
promises, damages, claims and demands whatsoever, in law
or equity, which the releasing party may now have, have
had or may in the future have, whether known or unknown
in any way arising under or related to the Contract or
the Disputes. Each party expressly understands and
acknowledges that it is possible that unknown losses or
claims exist or that present losses may have been
underestimated in amount or severity and that the
commitments of the parties hereunder were given in
exchange for a full accord, satisfaction and discharge of
all such known and unknown claims.

b. Each of ARINC and Digital agrees and covenants not to sue
or bring any action against the other (or any past,
present or future employee, agent, officer, director,
shareholder, subsidiary, affiliate, parent company,
representative, or contractor) in any forum (includingarbitration or courts of law or equity) arising under or
relating to the Contract or the Disputes.

4. Confidentiality. Each of the 'parties hereto agrees to
maintain in confidence the contents of the terms of this Agreement,the consideration for this Agreement and, after the effective date
of this Agreement, any negative characterization concerning the
performance of the other party (collectively the "Information"),
except as follows:

a.

b.

distribution of the Joint Statement in accordance with
Section 2 of this Agreement;

upon the prior written consent of the other party, signed
by a corporate officer of the other party;

Cc. to its employees, directors, attorneys and independentauditors who have a need to know;

da. by Digital to its customers who are represented on the
Board of Directors of ARINC. The name, address and
company of the individuals on the ARINC Board of
Directors are listed in Exhibit B;

e. As required by law, but only if the disclosing party
promptly notifies the other party of the requirement of
such disclosure so as to enable the other party to obtain
a protective or similar order prior to disclosure. The
disclosing party will, to the extent reasonable,



cooperate with the other party to prevent or limit the
disclosure of the Information. The expense of the
efforts to limit or prevent disclosure, including
obtaining a protective order, shall be borne by the party
who objects to the disclosure; and

f. in accordance with Section 5, below.
5. Ownership of Work in Progress.

a. ARINC and Digital recognize that they have exchanged
extensive Work in Progress and other information regarding the ADNS
II program. Each party may retain all Work in Progress and other
information received from the other party on or prior to the
effective date of this Agreement, and shall have the non-exclusive,
royalty-free, "paid-up", perpetual right and license to use, copy,distribute, modify and create derivative works from such materials
for any purpose.

b. Either party may disclose Work in Progress to another
networking vendor ("New Vendor") and identify for the New Vendor
how the disclosing party would like for the New Vendor to change or
modify the Work in Progress, provided the disclosing party (i)deletes the other party's name from any Work in Progress so
disclosed; (ii) does not refer to the other party by name to the
New Vendor; and (iii) after the effective date of this Agreement,
does not make any negative characterizations concerning the
performance of the other party.

6. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Maryland, exclusive of its conflict of laws.

7. Representation by Counsel. Each party expressly agrees thatit has been represented by counsel with respect to this Agreement
and all matters covered by it, and that it has been fully advised
by its attorneys with respect to its rights and obligations
hereunder.

8. Authority. Each party represents and warrants that it has
the right and authority to execute this Agreement, and that it has
not sold, assigned, or otherwise set over to any other person or
entity any claim, lien, demand, cause of action, obligation, damage
or liability covered hereby.

9. Successors and Assiqns. This Agreement shall be binding and
inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of
the parties hereto.
10. Invalidity of Provisions. If any provision of this Agreementshall be held invalid or illegal, such invalidity or illegalityshall not invalidate the whole of this Agreement but, rather, the

Agreement shall be construed as if it did not contain the invalid
or illegal part, and the rights and obligations of the partiesshall be construed and enforced accordingly.



11. Inadmissibility. The terms of this Agreement shall be
inadmissible for any purpose in any litigation, arbitration, or any
other dispute resolution process, in any forum or jurisdiction,
other than to secure enforcement of the terms and conditions of
this Agreement itself.

12. Headings. The headings of the various sections of this
Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference and shall not
be deemed to be a part of this Agreement.

13. Notices. Any notice or other communication required under
or relating to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be sent
pre-paid first class mail or a national overnight delivery service
(e.g. Federal Express) to the other party at the following address:
If to ARINC:

Mr. Chris A. WargoVice President
Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

with a copy to:
John C. Smith, Esq.
Deputy General Counsel
ARINC Incorporated
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

If to Digital:
Mr. Alan Croll
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

with a copy to:
Kevin Hartley, Esq.Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

Notice shall be deemed given when deposited in an authorized U.S.
mail deposit box or with a national overnight delivery service.

14. Entire Aqreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire
understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof and may not be superseded, amended or otherwise altered
except by a written instrument signed by the parties hereto.



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of
the day and year first above written.

CORPORATIONAERONAUTICAL RADIO INC. DIGITAL UIPMENT

BY:

NAME : NaME: 4 -Andrew T. Hospodr

TITLE: TITLE:CEO



EXHIBIT A

JOINT STATEMENT BY ARINC AND DIGITAL

On July 18, 1991, Aeronautical Radio, Inc. ("ARINC") and Digital
Equipment Corporation ("Digital") executed a contract under which
Digital was to design, develop and deliver a new data network to
ARINC.
ARINC and Digital have worked diligently to perform their
respective obligations under the Contract. Due to unanticipated
events, however, ARINC and Digital have determined that it is no
longer in either party's best interest to continue under the
Contract amicably on February 26, 1993.
Contract. Thus, ARINC and Digital elected to terminate the

ARINC and Digital wish to emphasize that the mutual decision to
terminate the Contract should not be construed as a reflection on
the performance or capabilities of either party. Each party
acknowledges that the other party endeavored to complete the
Contract with.professionalism and integrity. Neither party has
ruled out the possibility of transacting business with the other in
the future.
ARINC and Digital wish to reaffirm their respective commitments to
the airline industry in general and to designing, developing, and
delivering state-of-the-art networking solutions in particular.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Andrew T. Hospodor
BY:

Russe 1 A. GullottiBY: 0-
Chairman and CEO Vice President, U.S. Area



EXHIBIT B

MEMBERS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF ARINC INCORPORATED OR
AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC.

Mr. Gerald L. Doherty
Trans World Airlines, Inc.
P. O. Box 20007
Kansas City, Missouri 64195

Mr. Jerome L. Galant
American Airlines
P. 0. Box 619616
MD 1406
DFW Airport, TX 75261-9616

Mr. Frederick J. Haap, III
Mead Corporation
Hangar Number 4
Dayton International Airport
Vandalia, Ohio 45377

Capt. David Haapala
Northwest Airlines, Inc.
Minneapolis/St. Paul AirportMail Stop F7400
Minneapolis Minnesota 55111

Mr. John HarperUSAir
2345 Crystal Drive
Crystal Park Four
Arlington, VA 22227

Mr. Richard J. Hillman
Continental Airlines
2929 Allen Parkway, Room 927
Houston, Texas 77019

Mr. Andrew T. Hospodor
The ARINC Companies
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Mr. Paul Rendich
Pan Am World Airways,
111 Broadway
New York, New York 10006

Inc.

Mr. Winn StephensonFederal Express
2828 Business Park Drive
Memphis, Tennessee 38118-2811
Mr. Robert E. WoodyardDelta Air Lines, Inc.
Hartsfield Atlanta Int/1 Airport
Dept. 803
Atlanta, Georgia 30320

Mr. John O. WatsonBritish Airways
Speedbird House ~ Room V425
London Heathrow Airport
Hounslow, Middlesex TW6 2JA
England



AGREEMENT

This Agreement, effective February 26, 1993, is between
Aeronautical Radio, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("ARINC"), and
Digital Equipment Corporation, a Massachusetts corporation
("Digital").

RECITALS
A. On July 18, 1991, ARINC and Digital executed a contract (the

"Contract") for the design, development, and delivery of the ARINC
Data Network Service II ("ADNS II") network.

B. The first phase of the Contract, called "Block Change I",
requires Digital, among other things, to develop and deliver to
ARINC certain documents relating to the design of the proposed
ADNS II network. Certain disputes have arisen between the parties
under the Contract. All disputes arising under or relating to the
Contract are hereinafter referred to as the "Disputes".

Each party acknowledges that the other party endeavored to
complete the Contract with professionalism and integrity.

D. The parties desire to settle the Disputes amicably.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions set
forth below, and notwithstanding any other agreement between the
parties, ARINC and Digital, intending to be legally bound, agree as
follows:

1. Termination of Contract. The Contract is hereby terminated
in its entirety by mutual consent of ARINC and Digital. All
rights, obligations and liabilities of the parties under the
Contract are hereby extinguished, including but not limited to (a)
the obligation of either party to pay the other any money in
connection with the Contract, and (2) the obligation of Digitalafter the effective date hereof to provide to ARINC any draft or
final documents, drawings, network designs, performance models,
reports, materials or any other work in progress of any description
specified in or relating to the Contract (collectively "Work in
Progress").

2. Joint Statement. As part of this Agreement, the parties
shall execute the joint statement appended as Exhibit A (the "Joint
Statement"). Digital may deliver this Joint Statement to the
members of the ARINC Board of Directors as identified in Appendix
Statement to its customers, employees, subcontractors and other
entities as it deems necessary and appropriate.
B. Each party shall be free to provide a copy of the Joint



3. Release and Covenant Not to Sue.
ae ARINC and Digital, for themselves and their respective

parents, affiliates and subsidiaries, hereby release and
forever discharge each other and the other's officers,
directors, agents, employees, stockholders, and assigns,
from any and all actions, causes of action, suits, debts,
covenants, contracts, controversies, agreements,
promises, damages, claims and demands whatsoever, in law
or equity, which the releasing party may now have, have
had or may in the future have, whether known or unknown
in any way arising under or related to the Contract or
the Disputes. Each party expressly understands and
acknowledges that it is possible that unknown losses or
claims exist or that present losses may have been
underestimated in amount or severity and that the
commitments of the parties hereunder were given in
exchange for a full accord, satisfaction and discharge of
all such known and unknown claims.

b. Each of ARINC and Digital agrees and covenants not to sue
or bring any action against the other (or any past,
present or future employee, agent, officer, director,
shareholder, subsidiary, affiliate, parent company,
representative, or contractor) in any forum (includingarbitration or courts of law or equity) arising under or
relating to the Contract or the Disputes.

4. Confidentiality. Each of the parties hereto agrees to
maintain in confidence the contents of the terms of this Agreement,
the consideration for this Agreement and, after the effective date
of this Agreement, any negative characterization concerning the
performance of the other party (collectively the "Information"),
except as follows:

a.

b.

distribution of the Joint Statement in accordance with
Section 2 of this Agreement;

upon the prior written consent of the other party, signed
by a corporate officer of the other party;
to its employees, directors, attorneys and independent
auditors who have a need to know;

a. by Digital to its customers who are represented on the
Board of Directors of ARINC. The name, address and
company of the individuals on the ARINC Board of
Directors are listed in Exhibit B;

e. As required by law, but only if the disclosing party
promptly notifies the other party of the requirement of
such disclosure so as to enable the other party to obtain
a protective or similar order prior to disclosure. The
disclosing party will, to the extent reasonable,



cooperate with the other party to prevent or limit the
disclosure of the Information. The expense of theefforts to limit or prevent disclosure, including
obtaining a protective order, shall be borne by the party
who objects to the disclosure; and

. in accordance with Section 5, below.
5. Ownership of Work in Proaqress.

a. ARINC and Digital recognize that they have exchangedextensive Work in Progress and other information regarding the ADNS
II program. Each party may retain all Work in Progress and other
information received from the other party on or prior to the
effective date of this Agreement, and shall have the non-exclusive,
royalty-free, "paid-up", perpetual right and license to use, copy,
distribute, modify and create derivative works from such materials
for any purpose.

b. Either party may disclose Work in Progress to another
networking vendor ("New Vendor") and identify for the New Vendor
how the disclosing party would like for the New Vendor to change or
modify the Work in Progress, provided the disclosing party (i)deletes the other party's name from any Work in Progress so
disclosed; (ii) does not refer to the other party by name to the
New Vendor; and (iii) after the effective date of this Agreement,
does not make any negative characterizations concerning the
performance of the other party.

6. Governing, Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Maryland, exclusive of its conflict of laws.

7. Representation by Counsel. Each party expressly agrees thatit has been represented by counsel with respect to this Agreement
and all matters covered by it, and that it has been fully advised
by its attorneys with respect to its rights and obligations
hereunder.

8. Authority. Each party represents and warrants that it has
the right and authority to execute this Agreement, and that it has
not sold, assigned, or otherwise set over to any other person or
entity any claim, lien, demand, cause of action, obligation, damage
or liability covered hereby.

9. Successors and Assiqns. This Agreement shall be binding and
inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of
the parties hereto.

10. Invalidity of Provisions. If any provision of this Agreementshall be held invalid or illegal, such invalidity or illegalityshall not invalidate the whole of this Agreement but, rather, the
Agreement shall be construed as if it did not contain the invalid
or illegal part, and the rights and obligations of the partiesshall be construed and enforced accordingly.



11. Inadmissibility. The terms of this Agreement shall be
inadmissible for any purpose in any litigation, arbitration, or anyother dispute resolution process, in any forum or jurisdiction,other than to secure enforcement of the terms and conditions of
this Agreement itself.

12. Headings. The headings of the various sections of this
Agreement are inserted for convenience of reference and shall not
be deemed to be a part of this Agreement.
13. Notices. Any notice or other communication required under

or relating to this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be sent
pre-paid first class mail or a national overnight delivery service
(e.g. Federal Express) to the other party at the following address:
If to ARINC:
Mr. Chris A. WargoVice President
Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

with a copy to:
John Smith, Esq.
Deputy General Counsel
ARINC Incorporated
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

If to Digital:
Mr. Alan Croll
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

with a copy to:
Kevin Hartley, Esq.Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

Notice shall be deemed given when deposited in an authorized U.S.
mail deposit box or with a national overnight delivery service.

14. Entire Aqreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire
understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter
hereof and may not be superseded, amended or otherwise altered
except by a written instrument signed by the parties hereto.



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of
the day and year first above written.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO t NC.

TITLE: (\JiCe PPeajbevt

BY:

NAME: Andrew T. Hospodor NAME:
4

Chairman and CEOTITLE



EXHIBIT A

JOINT STATEMENT BY ARINC AND DIGITAL

On July 18, 1991, Aeronautical Radio, Inc. ("ARINC") and Digital
Equipment Corporation ("Digital") executed a contract under which
Digital was to design, develop and deliver a new data network to
ARINC.

ARINC and Digital have worked diligently to perform their
respective obligations under the Contract. Due to unanticipated
events, however, ARINC and Digital have determined that it is no
longer in either party's best interest to continue under the

Contract amicably on February 26, 1993.
Contract. Thus, ARINC and Digital elected to terminate the

ARINC and Digital wish to emphasize that the mutual decision to
terminate the Contract should not be construed as a reflection on
the performance or capabilities of either party. Each party
acknowledges that the other party endeavored to complete the
Contract with professionalism and integrity. Neither party has
ruled out the possibility of transacting business with the other in
the future.
ARINC and Digital wish to reaffirm their respective commitments to
the airline industry in general and to designing, developing, and
delivering state-of-the-art networking solutions in particular.
AERONAUTICAL RADIO, INC. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Andrew T. Hospodor
BY: MiddRussell A. Gullétti

f
BY:

Chairman and CEO Vice President, U.S. Area



EXHIBIT B

MEMBERS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF ARINC INCORPORATED OR
AERONAUTICAL RADIO,

Mr. Gerald L. DohertyTrans World Airlines, Inc.
P. 0. Box 20007
Kansas City, Missouri 64195

Mr. Jerome L. Galant
American Airlines
P. O. Box 619616
MD 1406
DFW Airport, TX 75261-9616

Mr. Frederick J.
Mead Corporation
Hangar Number 4
Dayton International Airport
Vandalia, Ohio 45377

Haap,

Capt. David HaapalaNorthwest Airlines, Inc.
Minneapolis/St. Paul AirportMail Stop F7400
Minneapolis Minnesota 55111

Mr. John HarperUSAir
2345 Crystal Drive
Crystal Park Four
Arlington, VA 22227

Mr. Richard J. Hillman
Continental Airlines
2929 Allen Parkway, Room 927
Houston, Texas 77019

Mr. Andrew T. Hospodor
The ARINC Companies
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

INC.

Mr. Paul Rendich
Pan Am World Airways, Inc.
111 Broadway
New York, New York 10006

Mr. Winn StephensonFederal Express
2828 Business Park Drive
Memphis, Tennessee 38118-2811
Mr. Robert E. WoodyardDelta Air Lines, Inc.
Hartsfield Atlanta Int'l Airport
Dept. 803
Atlanta, Georgia 30320

Mr. John O. WatsonBritish Airways
Speedbird House - Room V425
London Heathrow Airport
Hounslow, Middlesex TW6 2JA
England



Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and

Chief Executive Officer

ARINIC
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465
410-266-4050

February 22, 1993
File: 07-3-7-Digital

Mr. Russell A. Gullotti
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive
Maynard, MA 01754-2571

Re: ADNS II

Dear Russ:

This is to memorialize the agreement we reached last Friday in my office regarding the
ARINC-Digital ADNS II systems integration contract dated July 18, 1991. I enclose an
extra copy of this letter for you to sign and return to me.

Effective immediately, the referenced contract shall be deemed terminated by mutual
agreement of the parties, and all respective rights and obligations of ARINC and Digital
thereunder shall be of no further effect. In particular, ARINC releases Digital and
Digital releases ARINC from any further performance or payment obligations under or
in relation to the referenced contract. Each of ARINC and Digital agrees not to bring
any action against the other (or any past, present or future employee, agent, officer,
director, shareholder, subsidiary, affiliate, parent company, representative or contractor)
in any forum (including arbitration or courts of law or equity) in connection with any
matter relating to the contract or to any subsequent work on any ARINC network.
Each of ARINC and Digital agrees not to pursue or seek remedy for any claim that the
other was in default of its obligations in connection with the contract.

ARINC and Digital recognize that they have exchanged extensive information regarding
the ADNS II program. Each party may retain all materials (including, but not limited
to, documents, drawings, network designs and performance models) received from the
other party to date, and shall have the non-exclusive royalty-free, "paid up" perpetual
right to use, copy, distribute, modify and create derivative works from same for any
purpose. Neither party shall make any payment to the other under the contract or in
relation to this mutual termination and release; the mutual agreements and promises
made herein shall be deemed full and adequate consideration. This agreement shall
supersede all other agreements of the parties.

ARINC Incorporated Aeronautical Radio, Inc. * ARINC Research Corporation



Mr. Russell A. Gullotti
February 22, 1993
Page 2

We further agreed to coordinate, and mutually agree in advance upon any press releases
on the subject of this mutual termination and release. I understand that Digital will be
providing me with a draft press release for my review in the near future.

I believe that I have faithfully recorded our agreement in this letter. However, I must
note that, until signed on behalf of Digital, this letter should be considered a settlement
proposal that is made without prejudice to ARINC's right to pursue all available
remedies with respect to the contract if I do not receive back a countersigned copy of
this letter from you in one week.

Very truly yours,

Andrew T. Hospodor

Accepted and Agreed to by
Digital Equipment Corporation

By:
Russell A. Gullotti,
Vice President

Date:



ARINC
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465
410-266-4050

February 22, 1993
File: 07-3-7-Digital

Mr. Russell A. Gullotti
Vice President
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive
Maynard, MA 01754-2571

Re: ADNSs II
Andrew T. Hospodor

Chairman andDear Russ:
Chief Executive Officer

This is to memorialize the agreement we reached last Friday in my office regarding the
ARINC-Digital ADNS II systems integration contract dated July 18, 1991. I enclose an
extra copy of this letter for you to sign and return to me.

Effective immediately, the referenced contract shall be deemed terminated by mutual
agreement of the parties, and all respective rights and obligations of ARINC and Digital
thereunder shall be of no further effect. In particular, ARINC releases Digital and
Digital releases ARINC from any further performance or payment obligations under or
in relation to the referenced contract. Each of ARINC and Digital agrees not to bring
any action against the other (or any past, present or future employee, agent, officer,
director, shareholder, subsidiary, affiliate, parent company, representative or contractor)
in any forum (including arbitration or courts of law or equity) in connection with any
matter relating to the contract or to any subsequent work on any ARINC network.
Each of ARINC and Digital agrees not to pursue or seek remedy for any claim that the
other was in default of its obligations in connection with the contract.

ARINC and Digital recognize that they have exchanged extensive information regarding
the ADNS II program. Each party may retain all materials (including, but not limited
to, documents, drawings, network designs and performance models) received from the
other party to date, and shall have the non-exclusive royalty-free, "paid up" perpetual
right to use, copy, distribute, modify and create derivative works from same for any
purpose. Neither party shall make any payment to the other under the contract or in
relation to this mutual termination and release; the mutual agreements and promises
made herein shall be deemed full and adequate consideration. This agreement shall
supersede all other agreements of the parties.

ARINC Incorporated + Aeronautical Radio, inc. ARINC Research Corporation



Mr. Russell A. Gullotti
February 22, 1993
Page 2

We further agreed to coordinate, and mutually agree in advance upon any press releases
on the subject of this mutual termination and release. I understand that Digital will be
providing me with a draft press release for my review in the near future.

I believe that I have faithfully recorded our agreement in this letter. However, I must
note that, until signed on behalf of Digital, this letter should be considered a settlement
proposal that is made without prejudice to ARINC's right to pursue all available
remedies with respect to the contract if I do not receive back a countersigned copy of
this letter from you in one week.

Very truly yours,

Andrew T. Hospodor

Accepted and Agreed to by
Digital Equipment Corporation

By:
Russell A. Gullotti,
Vice President

Date:



Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and

Chief Executive Officer

ARINIC
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465
410-266-4050

February 12, 1993

Mr. Russ Gullotti
Vice President, U.S. Area
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive
Merrimack, New Hampshire 03050-4303

Dear Russ:

Your letter of 9 February does not respond to two of the main points in my letter
to Bob Palmer. Do I still have your personal promise to complete the contract
successfully? Are you prepared to go the route of hiring another contractor to fill
in for the Digital team's still-visible shortcomings? On this second point, I would
like you to thoughtfully reconsider the earlier conclusions of JJohn Puma.

One last point. Although I do not want to get into an argument with you over the
content of Al Hall's letter (in which you regrettably concur), there is one paragraph
that I find particularly enlightening:

"For example, it is hardly consistent with contract purpose or spirit for ARINC to
insist on excruciating detail for all possible combinations and permutations of
operational scenarios detailing all possible paths and subpaths for message traffic
traversing the network."

This one sentence puts in clear focus the sharp differences between our
organizational approaches. ADNS II is our lifeblood; it is the future of ARINC.
If we do not insist upon analysis and test of most of these combinations, how else
would you or we know that the system worked?... wait until it failed and then
patch it in the field?. .. with our airline customers and the FAA screaming bloody
murder?

ARINC Incorporated * Aeronautical Radio, Inc. « ARINC Research Corporation



Mr. Russ Gullotti
February 12, 1993
Page 2

Id like to find a satisfactory resolution. I can be free Wednesday, Thursday, or
Friday next week and would be happy to host your visit to Annapolis.

Very truly yours,



Russell A. Gullotti
Vice President

February 9, 1993

Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Aeronautical Radio Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401

Dear Andy:
I am responding to your February 3, 1993 letter to Bob
Palmer, in which you invite discussion of how Digital can
"cure its performance shortcomings".
Andy, as you know, I, as well as Al Hall and others at
Digital, have always been happy to discuss how best to
provide ARINC with its ADNS II network. You and I have had a
number of amicable conversations in that regard. However, it
is clear that we view very differently what went wrong with
this project, for I fully share the views expressed in Al
Hall's letter to you of February 1. Nevertheless, I agree
with you that we need to try to move forward.
While we could discuss at length either ARINC's fault or
"Digital's performance shortcomings", that would not be
constructive. I propose that we now focus on the best way to
achieve a mutually satisfactory resolution of the current
situation.
Please let me know if you concur. If so, I will arrange for
the appropriate conversations to occur without delay. I look
forward to a positive resolution.
Sincerely,

Russ Gullotti
Vice President, U.S. Area

CC: Al Hall
Bob Palmer

Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive

Merrimack, New Hampshire 03050-4303



Andy,

Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Aeronautical Radio Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401

Dear Andy:

| am responding to your February 3, 1993 letter to Bob Palmer, in which you
invite discussion of how Digital can "cure its performance shortcomings".

As you know, I, as well as Al Hall and others at Digital, have always been
happy to discuss how best to provide ARINC with its ADNS Ii network. You
and | have had a number of amicable conversations in that regard. However,
it is clear that we view very differently what went wrong with this project, for |

fully share the views expressed in Al Hall's letter to you of February 1.
Nevertheless, | agree with you that we need to try to move forward.

While we could discuss at length either ARINC's fault or "Digital's performance
shortcomings", that would not be constructive. | propose that we now focus on
the best way to achieve a mutually satisfactory resolution of the current
situation.

Please let me know if you concur. If so, | will arrange for the appropriate
conversations to occur without delay. | look forward to a positive resolution.

Sincerely,

Russ Gullotti
Vice President

pv pel



Printed by Russ Gullotti @CORE

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Doc. No: 010594
Date: 03-Feb-1993 05:07pm EST

alpert@AM GAVEL@PKOMTS@MSO
From: Rich Alpert Corporate Law

Dept:Tel No: 223-7559

TO: Al Hall@cop
TO: Russ Gullotti@core
TO: Alan Croll@cop
TO: Lynn Busing@alf
cc: Kevin Hartley@cop
cC: Tom
cC:
Subject: ARINC

ATTORNEY - CLIENT PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION*****
*k*k*k*kATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT*****

ARINC's Project Manager told Ben Burgis (our Project Manager) that ARINC was
surprised at our termination. He asked Ben to keep the Team intact until we
could work something out. Thus, I suspect things will be moving quickly if
ARINC still wants our help at all.
I recommend the following strategy:
1. Prepare various damages scenarios (already commenced):

a. Expenses on project and anticipated profit (= approx. $4M)

b. Contract price, including ECP (= approx $4.3M)

c. Expenses on project (=approx $3.5M)

d. Expenses on work covered by ECP (=?)
e. Current value to ARINC of work product delivered (=?)
f. Contract price including ECP, minus cost of future performance to

commercially reasonable standard (= approx $1m)
>

2. Before Team dissolves, detail ARINC breaches (already commenced)

3. Receive ARINC's formal response to our termination (expect a default
letter, damages demand, and possibly filing for arbitration)
4. Present maximum damages scenario to ARINC

C- d



5. Meet with ARINC (Al, Andy H., lawyers?) to identify what ARINC really wants

o Walk away?
o Digital transition help (work product? time?)

o Money from Digital?
6. BOTTOMLINE: Negotiate if necessary down to a $0M - $1M recovery and/or T&M

for transition help. Rationale:
a. Obviously, no payment to ARINC

b. Large recovery by Digital (for contract price or expenses) unlikely
given:

o fixed price contract
o legal requirement to deduct from damages the future savings

of not
having to perform

o our failure to submit more ECPs to cover all extra expenses

c. Achieved main goal of stopping the expense, with low probability of

large exposure
d. Too aggressive approach likely will push ARINC to arbitration,

with
50% chance of finding that Digital breached by terminating rather than
submitting more ECPs and invoking arbitration

e. T&M for transition help gets revenues, saves face for ARINC

Regards.
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Annapolis, Marvland 21401-7465
410-266-4050

February 3, 1993

Mr. Robert Palmer
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr, Palmer:

Andrew T.Howpeder
12 July 1991, ARINC awarded a fixed price systems integration contract to Digital

Chairmanand fur uur ADNS II network. This network is to replace the backbone of our m ssion

Chief executive Officer critical network which ties together the airlines and Civil Aviation Authorities in

North America.

From the beginning, Digital has had technical performance and management

difficulties which have resulted in serious delays in the program. It is obvious to

us that the Digital team that bid the job was not the Digital team doing the job.

Digital's ongoing failure to perform its contractual obligations has created a

continuous need for ARINC to educate Digital both on the content of the job and

thework efforts necessary for its completion. Indeed, several times during the last

17 months, ] was compelied to draw Digital management's attention to the program

to attempt to keep Digital on track in its obligation.

When ARINC and Digital entered into this contract, Russ Gullotti promised me

that Digital would not fail to complete the ADNS II project. In subsequent

conversations, Russ has remained cooperative and action-oriented. Last August, I

expressed to Russ my deep concern over Digital's inability to perform the contract.

In fact, during the Digital Leadership Forum, I warned Russ that, even at that late

date, Digital's team in Landover viewed the job as a mere hardware sale and was

not demoustrating the systems engineering abilities necessary to deliver a fully

integrated, mission critical system. Because the ADNS II network is to carry much

of the revenue producing traffic of the ARINC Companies, a failure by Digital in

this system work would place the future of the ARINC Couspauies at risk. At the

Forum, Russ offered, and I agreed to consider, the possibility that Digital would

subcontract with another firm (even including hiring ARINC itself) to asgist it in

completing its responsibilities.

ARINC Ineoriaraied 9 Aeronautical Radio. ARINC Research Corporation
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Mr. Robert Paliner
February 3, 1993
Page 2

Because of Russ' offer and his earlier promise, I elected not to pursue termination

ofDigital for default at that time. Jnstead, I agreed to review the ADNS II project
closely to determine if outside assistance would be useful. I also placed ARINC's
lead engineers at Digital's disposal to work with Digital in its effort to perform the

contract. As a result of ARINC's assistance, Digital finally created a preliminary

representation of the system design in December 1992, many months behind

schedule. Digital then informed us that the System Design Review (SDR), which
the contract required by January 31, 1992, would not be completed until October

1, 1993 at the earliest.

In December, I advised Russ that ARINC contemplated asking CSC to work with

ARINC and Digital to audit the ADNS II effort to date. J later advised Russ that

CSC's involvement also could provide him the opportunity to follow through on his

August offer. Instead of pursuing this potentially constructive course of action,

Digital assigned Al Hall of your local sales office to propose to "renegvliale the

contract." After several subsequent meetings in which I was unwilling to permit

Digital to sidestep its contractual and personal commitments to perform the

contract, AlHall sent the attached letter purporting to terminate this contract based

on ARINC's default. It is indeed surprising and sad to discover that Digital would

attempt to dismiss its obligations in such a callous, off-hunded manner,

Without going into the many mistakes in both content and judgment in the

termination letter, I want to tell you that I am bitterly disappninted in the Digital

performance of this contract and in its attempt to avoid-- for its own

shortcomings. If Digital has corporate problems that preclude it from performing
our contract, then the appropriate behavior onDigital's part would be to work with

us to transition this job to a competent subcontractor, Given that Digital has a
fixed price contract to deliver a fully working system, and given Gullotti's promise,

Digital is required to employ a subcontractor at its own expense to ensure its

performance, Youwould then be uble ty collect the established contract price from

ARINC for the fully operational system when d

My contracts people will, of course, he contacting Mr. Hall to formally deny

Digital's alleged right to terminate the contract. I reject Digital's termination and

would be happy to discuss with you any ideas you may have as to how Digital can

Very truly yours,

Encloeure

PAGE a
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Digital Equipment Corporation
6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770
301.499.7900

February 1, 1993

Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Aeronautical Radio Inc.
2851 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401

RE: ADNS II Contract ~ Termination for ARINC's Default

ear Andy:

As you know, Digital is comaitted to 3 long-term mutually

peneficial relationship with ARINC. Digital has been working

diligently to design and deliver an ADNS 11 network in

conformance with the Contract. In the spirit of cooperation, we

have patiently tried to work with ARINC to date to satisty
ARINC'S requests, even for work outside the scope of the

contract. We have triad to amicably resolve our differences, We

are deeply disappointed we have not been allowed to perform the

Contract,

Digital therefore must inform ARINC that ARINC has failed to

perform its material obligations under the Contract,

hecogdingly, pursuant to Seerion F, pars. 20, p4s6 of the

Contract, Digital hereby terminates the Contract for ARINC' s

default. Digital is presently calculating its damages, including

ali its costs incurred to date, and will present ARINC with its
damages when complete.

Because you may not be fully aware of the gituation, let me

briefly describe some of the reasons for the termination:

1. ARINC Default: Rejection of engineering Change Proposal

492100 foz Time Division Multiplexer Elimination, By July
1992, Digital had performed considerable work under the

contract and delivered key documents pursuant to the

Contract, including the Syatem/Seqnent Specification, Natwork

pesign, Availability Prediction Report, Availability Model

Documentation and System/Segment Design Document. All of
this extensive work was Based on 3 TDM=based design, as

required by, e.g Section Ci-4, para. 3, 'p79. That work

also adhered to the System Specification, Seation C2, which

specified requirements such a3 Network Performance,

Availapility anc Reliability.

84155433261DIGITAL MAYNARD 12-1 TOFEB-@3-1993 16:29 FROM 12
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Digical Equipment Corporation

Mr. Andrew T. Hospodoz
Page 2
February i, 1993

In July 1992, however, ARINC unilaterally and without

gonsultation with Digital eliminated TOMs from the design.
Additionally, ARINC imposed materially new system

requirements. These material changes required Digital to
essentially redo its design, reliability and availability
work, and required Digital to materially increase its risk,
cost and ebligation under the Contract. Ag & result, on

August 5, 1992 pursuant to the Contract, Digital submitted

RCP #92100. Even though ARINC did not accept SCP #92100,

ARING directed Digital tc cease performance toward the

Contract design and perform toward the naw,

requirements. Digital proceeded to do so at substantial
cost, On December 22, 1992, Digital resubmitted ECP #92100,

as ECP #92100 RiCl. On January 8, 1993, ARINC again refused

to accept the ECP, directing Digital to make fundamental and

material changes to it, Nonetheless, Digital continued

substantial cost.

noneContractual

performance toward the changed requirements, at continued

on January 25, 1993, Digital submitted its final ECP #92100,

ag ECR 9200 RIC2, On January 29, 1993, ARINC reqrattably
rejected ECP #92100. Digital cannot continue to expend

substantial resources and funds teward a new design, one

imposing materially different risk, cost and obligation on
benefits per ECP

Digital, without materially different
92100.
Indeed, by its unilatezal material change in the required

design and its continued rejection of ECP #92100, ARINC

terminated the Contract. This termination constitutes &

material breach of ARINC'S obligation to permit Digital to
perZorm under the Contract.

2. ARINC Default: Material Expansion of Contract Scope, ARINC

repeatedly interfered with Dagital's pesformance of the

Contract by insisting that pagital perform substantial,
material and excessive work peyond the scope of the Contract.

There are numerous instances of this material breacn, but

here are a few examples:

a. Requiring Digital to design for cost

requizements. Section C2, System Specifications, specifies
the eriteria for system design, These eriteria do not include

cost. requirements. ARING's ineistence that Digital design

for cost requirements materially alters the design pazamelers

and therefore the Contract. Furthermore, interjecting cost

requirements, eliminating TDMs from the design, and insisting

FEB 1
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Mr. Andrew T. Hospodor
Page 3

February 1, 1993

upon adherence to the original design specifications, are

Snhorently inconsiatent. ARINC accordingly hag not only

materially changed the Contract but materially increases

Digital's visk, cost and obligation, 'This is particularly
frustrating because Digital told ARINC about cost concerns

with the Contract roquirements, but ARINC insisted that ARINC

w&8 responsible for cost and Digital need not consider it.

b. Changing Contractual Point of Presence (FOP)

sites. The Contsact, Section Ce2, para. 1.3.1, pila,
specifies the POP sites for the system design, Nonetheless,

ARINC rejected Digital's using these POP sites, and

required Digital to perform substantial new analyses to

Select POP site locations.

Changing Contract definitions without specified

acceptance criteria, By way of example of repeated ARINC

conduct, DIO 18 contains definition of gonsitivity analysis

which Digital was required to and did use for the

Availability Frediction Report. ARINC, however employed a new

definition of sensitivity analysis in rejecting the APR.

Furthermore, ARINC's refusal Lo establish criteria for an

upper limit on the number of availability model runs that

could resuit from ARINC's changed definition would commit

Digital to unlimited, excessive and expensive work.

d. Imposing commercially unreasonable requirements

inconsistent with the nature of the Contract. ARINC

persisted in forcing Digital to perform innumerable analyses

and wasteful iterations which serve ne commercial purpose,

are not called out in the Contract, and impair both Digital's
and ARINC's ability to acnieve the contract goal of designing

and delivering a new ARINC network, For example, it is
hardly consistent with the Contract purpose oz spicit for

ARINC to ingist on excruciating detail for all possible
combinations and permutations of operational scenarios,

detailing all possible paths and subpaths fer message traffic
traversing the network.

3, ARINC Pefauit: Rejection of deliverables contorming to the

Contract. In June of 1992, Digital submitted key
foundational deliverables, including the Network Design and

tha Availability Prediction Report. These documents

conformed to the Contract, but ARINC wrongfully rejected them

om noncontractual, minute and unspecified Digital
could not and cannot successfully perform further
Contract obligations since ARINC refused to accept these

foundational documents.

84155433261DIGITAL MAYNARD 12-4
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Digital Equipment Corporation

Mr, Andrew T. Hospodor
Page 4

February 1, 1993

ARING Default: Failure to act jn good faith. In addition to

the above conduct, ARINC has displayed a continual pattern of

what amounts to unfair dealing with Digital. For azample:

a. ARINC applies ita Stondagds arbitrari &y and

excessively, even compared with its own internal
interpretation of those Standards. In fact, ARINC has

admitted to Digital that its interpretation of Digital's
obligations under the Standards are "seventeen more

severe than ARINC'S application of the Standards in other

contexts. ARINC also has admitted that it has used the

Digital documents, which ARINC pressured Digital to. submit

supposedly in conformance with the Standards, a5 4 model to

redesign its Standards upwards.

b, ARINC refuses to cooperate with Digital's
efforts. By way of example, ARING refused to participate on

the Contractual Technical Review Board, Recently, ARING has

chosen to refuse to answer telephone calls by Digital Team

members

. ARINC provides inconsistent direction,
rejecting Digital work periormed explicitly in Lhe manne E

dizected by ARINC. A graphic example jnvolves ARINC

Switching Centers. In its initial madeliing and in

conformance wath the Contract, Digital recommended San

Francisco ag one of the ASCs. ARING told Digital to change

that ASC to Ferrelview, Missouri. then resperformed

the extensive modelling using that location. ARINC,

however, subsequently directed Digital to resubatitute San

Francaaco for Ferrelview.

d. ARINC requires extensive work unrelated to

Contract goals. ARINC's ingiatence upon repeated, extensive,

detailed analyses at the design phase diverts Digital' s
vesources from the goal of designing and delivering an

operational network, Instead, ARING directs Digital to

expand its time producing a fusillade of hypethetical work

detached from actual network operation. Again, @s one

example, reference ARING's August 20, 1992 letter which

acknowledges that the traffic data ARINC supplied needed to

be modified, but ARINC directed Digital to redesign rhe

system using the unmodified data.

It appears from ARING's actions that ARINC does not want

Digital to perform OF complete the Contract. Whether that is

because ARINC' S pusiness needs have changed, because ARINC

84155433261 P.15
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does not want to pay Digital, because ARINC sees tho

Contract as a means of securing as much of Digital's
knowledge and work product as pyysible, oc because ARINC

desires to use Digital as a knowledge base to allow ARINC to

develop its network in=nouse, ARINC has materially prevented

Digital fzom performing the Contract.

Again, Digital sincerely regrets the need for this letter, and

Digital certainly wouid have preferred to be allowed to perform

the Contract. However, ARINC has made that impossible.

Tor the reasons contained herein and for other reasons, please
congider the Contract terminated for ARINC's default.

Sincerely,

OhisRall
Alton J. Hall
Vice President

4
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February 3, 1993

Mr. Robert Palmer
President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr, Palmer:

andrew 1. Hoxpodor 11 July 1991, ARINC awarded a fixed price systems integration contract/to Digital

Chief Executive Gficer critical network which ties together the airlines and Civil Aviation Authorities in
North America.

Chairman and for our ADNS U network. This network is to replace the backbone of opr mission

From the beginning, Digital has had technical performance and agement
difficulties which have resulted in serious delays in the prog-am. It is pbvious ta
us that the Digital team that bid the job was not the Digital team doitg the job.
Digital's ongoing failure to perform its contractual obligations has created a
continuous need for ARINC to educate Digital both on the content of the job and
the work efforts necessary for its completion, Indeed, several times duringing the last
17 months, I was compelled to draw Digital management's attention to the program
to attempt to keep Digital on track in its obligation.

When ARINC and Digital entered into this contract, Russ Gullotti promised me
that Digital would not fail to complete the ADNS II project. In subsequent
conversations, Russ has remained cooperative and action-oriented. August, I
expressed to Russ my deep concern over Digital's inability to perform th contract.
Jn fact, during the Digital Leadership Forum, I warned Russ that, even at that late
date, Digital's team in Landover viewed the job as a mere hardware
not dermonstrating the systems engineering abilities necessary to del ver a fully

of the revenue producing traffic of the ARINC Companies, a failure by Digital in
this system work would place the future of the ARINC Companies at r sk. At the
Forum, Russ offered, and 1 agreed to consider, the possibility that Digital would
subcontract with another firm (even including hiring ARENC itself) tol assist it in
completing its responsibilities.

@ and was

integrated, mission critical system Because the ADNS I network is to Carry much

ARINC Incofperated A@fonautica: Radiv. Ine. ARING Research Carparation
FER 3 °93 11:55 4@8 9988387
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Mr. Robert Palmer
February 3, 1993
Page 2

Because of Russ' offer and his earlier promise, I elected not to pursue termination
of Digital for default at that time. Instead, I agreed to review the ADNS

NC's
poject

closely to determine if outside assistance would be useful. I also placed
lead engineers at Digital's disposal to work with Digital in its effort to perform the
contract. As a result of ARINC's assistance, Digital finally created a preliminary
representation of the system design in December 1992, many montis behind
schedule. Digital then informed us that the System Design Review (SDR), which
the contract required by January 31, 1992, would not be completed until October
1, 1993 at the earliest.

In December, I advised Russ that ARINC contemplated asking CSC to
ARINC and Digital to audit the ADNS II effort to date. I later advised Russ that
CSC's involvement aiso could provide him the opportunity to follow thro
August offer, Instead of pursuing this potentially constructive course of action,
Digital assigned Al Hail of your local sales office to propose to "renegOtiate the
contract." After several subsequent meetings in which 1 was unwilling to permit
Digital to sidestep its contractual and personal commitments to peform the
contract, Al Hall sent the attached letter purporting to terminate this contract based
on ARINC's default. It is indeed surprising and sad to discover that Dig
attempt to dismiss its obligations in such a callous, off-handed manner.

Without going into the many mistakes in both content and judgmemt in the
termination letter, ]I want to tell you that I am bitterly disappointed in

work with

ugh on his

ital would

ne Digiral
performance of this contract and in its attempt to avoid responsibility for its own
shortcomings. If Digital has corporate problems that preclude it from rforming
our contract, then the appropriate behavior on Digital's part would be towork with
us to transition this job to a competent subcontractor, Given that Digital has a
fixed price contract to deliver a fully working system, and given Gullotti's promise,
Digital is required to employ a subcontractor at its own expense to ensure its
performance, You would then be able to collect the established contract price from
ARINC for the fully operational system when delivered.

My contracts people will, of course, be contacting Mr. Hall to formally deny
Digital's alleged right to terminate the contract I reject Digital's termination and

igita) canwould be happy to discuss with you any ideas you may have as to how
cure its performance shortcomings

Very truly yours,

Enclosure
9°99 11:55 462 9868357 PAGE. 086



Printed by Russ Gullotti @CORE

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Doc. No: 010525
Date: 29-Jan-1993 04:48pm EST
From: Rich Alpert Corporate Law

alpert@AM_GAVEL@PKOMTS@MSO
Dept:Tel No: 223-7559

TO: Russ Gullotti@core

Subject: ARINC Draft
Russ,
Al Hall suggested I send you this draft letter to ARINC so you are comfortable
with the approach. We are still working on the paragraphs on ARINC's breach.

Regards.



February 2, 1993

W. A. Kiehl
Manager, Purchasing-ContractsAeronautical Radio Inc.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401

RE: ADNS II Contract - Termination for Default
Dear Mr. Kiehl:
Digital is committed to a long-term mutually beneficial relationship with
ARINC. Digital has been working diligently in pursuit of the Contract
goal of designing and delivering an ADNS II network in conformance
with the Contract. In the spirit of cooperation, we have patiently tried
to work with ARINC to date to satisfy ARINC's requests, even for work
outside the scope of the contract and even for work of no practical
value. We have tried to amicably resolve our differences. We deeply
wish we could have been allowed to perform the-Contract. te the

It is therefore with much regret that Digital feels it must inform ARINC
that ARINC has failed to perfrom its material obligations under the
Contract aS more specifically identified below. Accordingly, pursuant
to {{NAK}}F, {{DC4}} 20, p 486 of the Contract, Digital hereby terminates t
Contract for ARINC's default. Digital is presently calculating its
damages, including all its costs incurred to date, and will present
ARINC with its damages calculation when complete.
1. ARINC Default: Rejection of Engineering Change Proposal

#92100 for Time Division Multiplexor Elimination. By July 1992,
Digital had performed considerable work under the Contract and
delivered key documents pursuant to the Contract, including the
Network Design, Availability Predictability Report, Availability
Modeling Document and System/Segment Design Document, all
based on the Contract requirement of a TDM-based network. In
July 1992, however, ARINC unilaterally and without notice to
Digital eliminated TDMs from the network design. This material
change required Digital to essentially redo its design, reliability
and availability work, materially increasing Digital's obligation
under the Contract. As a result, on August 5, 1992 pursuant to
the Contract, Digital submitted ECP #92100. Even though ARINC
did not accept ECP #92100, and asked Digital to make certain
changes to the ECP, ARINC directed Digital to cease performance
toward the Contract network design (with TDMs) and perform
toward the changed, non-TDM requirements. Digital proceeded to
do so at a cost of some $50,000 per week. On December 22,
1992, Digital resubmitted ECP #92100, as ECP #92100 Ricl.
ARINC again refused to accept the ECP, directing Digital to make
fundamental and material changes to the ECP. Nonetheless,
Digital continued performance toward the changed (non-TDM)
requirements, at a continued cost of approximately $50,000 per
week.



On January 25, 1993, Digital again submitted ECP #92100, as
ECP 92100 R1C2. On January 29, 1993, ARINC regrettably
rejected ECP #92100. Digital cannot continue to expend
substantial resources and funds toward a new network design,
one imposing materially different obligations on Digital than the
contract requirements, without materially different benefits
including the compensation per ECP #92100.

Indeed, ARINC's unilateral material change in the required
network design and its rejection of ECP #92100 constitute a
termination by ARINC of the Contract. ARINC directed Digital to
cease performance toward the explicit TDM-based Contract design
and directed Digital to perform toward a non-Contract network
design, while at the same time refusing to accept ECP #92100
that acknowledges the consequent changes in Digital's obligation.
By these actions ARINC terminated the TDM-based Contract.
ARINC Default: Material Expansion of Contract Scope. ARINC
repeatedly has insisted that Digital perform substantial, material
and excessive work beyond the scope of the Contract. There are
numerous instances of this material breach, but here are a few
examples:

2.

a. Requiring Digital to design for cost effectiveness. The

These Contract requirements do not include cost effectiveness.
ARINC's insistence that Digital design for cost effectiveness
materially alters the parameters of the design and therefore the
Contract. Furthermore, interjecting cost effectiveness, eliminating
TDMs from the design, and insisting upon adherence to the
original design specifications, are inherently inconsistent. ARINC
accordingly has not only materially changed the Contract but
rendered it technically impossible to achieve. This is particularly
frustrating because Digital told ARINC about cost concerns with
the Contract requirements, but ARINC insisted that ARINC was
responsible for cost and Digital need not consider it.

Contract, {{NAK}} specifies certain criteria for system design

b. Changing Contractual Point of Presence (POP) sites. The
Contract, {{NAK}} C-2, {{DC4}} 1.3.1, p 114, specifies the POP sites fo
system design. Nonetheless, ARINC rejected Digital's design
using these POP sites, and required Digital to redesign using a
different and various mixes of POP sites.

c. Requiring Digital to perform sensitivity analysis for all
components and all data. [Need explanation: E.g., Contract {{NAK}}

specifies ? However, ARINC rejected Digital's sensitivity
analysis conforming to this Contract requirement, and insisted
upon excessive, expensive, impractical and material work. ]

d. Changing Contract; definitions: By way of example, ARINC
insisted upon abandoning the: Contractual MTTR (Mean Time To
Repair) and instead using Mean Down Time broken down into
further components.



wey
mat

e. Imposing commercially unreasonable requirements
inconsistent with the nature of the Contract. ARINC persisted in
forcing Digital to perform innumerable analyses and wasteful
iterations which serve no commercial purpose, are not called out
in the Contract, and impair both Digital's and ARINC's ability to
achieve the contract goal of designing and delivering a new
ARINC network. Again, just as one example, ARINC required
Digital to model for 4,096 logical channels even though the
Contract packet switches specified only a maximum of 2,048
logical channels (and actually used far fewer). Indeed, the
purpose of design and modelling is to size the network as a first
order, not establish at the design stage an inflexible network for
projected use. ARINC also required Digital to meticulously abide
by Standards originally designed for custom development of
Critical Military Systems, not a commercial project using
essentially commercial off-the-shelf products. It is hardly
consistent with the contract purpose or spirit to insist, for example,
on excruciating description of COTS functionality.
ARINC Default: Rejection of deliverables conforming to the
Contract. In June (?) of 1992, Digital submitted key foundational
deliverables, including the Network Design and the Availability
Predictability Report. These documents conformed to the
Contract, but ARINC rejected them on noncontractual, minute and
unspecified grounds. Digital could not and cannot successfully
perform its further Contract obligations if the iterative assumptions
are not accepted by ARINC.

3.

ARINC Default: Failure to act in good faith. In addition to the
above conduct, ARINC has displayed a continual pattern of what
amounts to unfair dealing with Digital. For example:

4.

a. ARINC applies its. '§tandards arbitrarily and excessively,
even compared with its own internal interpretation of those
Standards. In fact, ARINC admitted to Digital that its
interpretation of Digital's ligations under the Standards are
"seventeen times" more severe than ARINC's application of the
Standards in other contexts. ARINC also has admitted that it has
used the Digital documents, which ARINC pressured Digital to
submit supposedly in conformance with the Standards, as a model
to redesign its Standards upwards.

b. ARINC refuses to cooperate with Digital's efforts. By way o

example, ARINC refused to participate on the Contractual
Technical Review Board. Recently, ARINC has chosen to refuse
to answer telephone calls by Digital Team members.

c. ARINC provides inconsistent direction, rejecting Digital wor
performed explicitly in the manner directed by ARINC. A graphic
example involves ARINC Switching Centers. In its initial modelling
and in conformance with the Contract, Digital recommended San
Francisco as one of the ASCs. ARINC told Digital to change that
ASC to outside Kansas City. Digital then re-performed the
modelling using that location; ARINC, however, rejected the



modelling a second time, precisely because it was based on a

Kansas City location.
d. ARINC requires extensive work unrelated to Contract goals.

ARINC's insistence upon repeated, extensive, detailed analyses at
the design phase diverts Digital's resources from the goal of
designing and delivering an operational network. Instead, ARINC
directs Digital to expend its time producing a fusillade of
hypothetical work detached from actual network operation. Again,
as one example, reference ARINC's August 20, 1992 letter which
acknowledges that the traffic data ARINC supplied needed to be
modified, but ARINC directed Digital to redesign the system using
the unmodified data.
It appears from ARINC'S actions that ARINC does not want
Digital to perform or complete the Contract. Whether that is
because ARINC's business needs have changed, because ARINC
does not want to pay Digital, because ARINC sees the Contract
as a means of securing as much of Digital's knowledge and work
product as possible, or because ARINC desires to use Digital as a

knowledge base to allow ARINC to develop its network inhouse,
ARINC has materially prevented Digital from performing the Contract.

Again, Digital sincerely regrets the need for this letter, and Digital
certainly would have preferred to be allowed to perform the Contract.
However, ARINC has made that impossible. Regrettably, please
consider the Contract terminated for ARINC's default.

Sincerely,

Ben BurgisDigital Equipment Corporation
ADNS II Program Manager



Andrew T. Haspodor
Chairman and

Chief Executive Officer
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ARIAIC
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Siarviand 21401-7465
410-266-4050

January 25, 1993

Mr. Russell Gullotti
Vice President
Digital Services

Merrimack, New Hampshire 03054

Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive 4 7
Dear Russ:

As we discussed in our recent phone conversation and as further explained to Al
Hall when he visited last Monday, ARINC is planning to retain Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC) as a consultant to audit the ADNS II project effort. We would

focus on Digital involvement, it will by necessity, also comment upc
participation.

like to be able to proceed as expeditiously as possible Although this rill

As you and I have discussed several times and as I mentioned to Al, one possible

contractual obligations to ARINC.
outcome of this effort 18 that Digital retain CSC to enable you to complete +

Very truly yours,

ARINC Incorporated Aeronautical Radio. inc, * ARINC Research Corporation
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Doc. No: 051548
Date: 22-Jan-1993 02:33pm EST
From: Tom Grilk @MRO

GRILK.TOM AT Al AT MCIS3 AT MR
Dept: Law
Tel No: DIN: 297-4443

TO: RUSS GULLOTTI @MKO

CC: MARTIN HOFFMAN @CORE
cc: AL HALL @COP

Subject: ARINC

KKK HK IK IIRRKEKK KEK IKE kkKKKKKEERE kkKKKKKKK KE KK
* PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION *

KKK IK IK I KI IK REE KKK KKK KK

xkeKKKKATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT*******

Russ:
A brief update on ARINC.

I spoke with Al yesterday concerning the results of some analysis done
by one of our lawyers on this matter. I told him that my overall view
is that this is a matter of sufficient complexity that I believe we
would benefit from having the objectivity of a brief analysis by one of
our outside lawyers. This process has been initiated and should be
completed next week within the schedule requested by Al.
While I am usually quite comfortable to proceed on the basis of our
internal people's analysis, this is one where I want to be sure that we
do not become too taken with the strength of our own position.
Al is meeting or has met today with our inside lawyer in Landover
(Kevin Hartley) and they will flesh out the details of this such that
it is consistent with our business needs to get this resolved as
swiftly as possible.
I want to make sure that we are in a position to take as strong and
forceful a stance as possible here, undeterred by a concern for being
surprised later. If we are uncertain of our position at the beginning,
we can be certain that any negotiations will be considerably
protracted. We are therefore aiming to be as strong as possible as
quickly as possible.
Marty, I am forwarding to you, under separate cover, Kevin Hartley's
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SOUTHERN STATES PORTFOLIO TEAM

Digital Equipment Corporation
Capital Office Park

6406 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770
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January 28, 1993

Mr. Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
ARINC
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401

Re: Audit of ADNS II Program
Dear Andy:
Thank you for your letter of January 25, 1993, proposingan audit of the ADNS II program by Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC).
I understand Our contract specifies certain circumstances
and procedures for an audit. While we are prepared tofacilitate a pre-defined audit under the Contract, Itrust you understand our concern about disclosing Digitalproprietary material solely at your request.

4Pleas
wish to audit, for what purpose, and the contractualbasis for the audit.
Also, in order that Digital proprietary information maybe shared with CSC, CSC must sign a non-disclosure
agreement with Digital.

ycontact Hall and list the specific material you

Regards,

Russ Gullotti
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Andrew T. Hospodor
Chairman and

Chief Executive Officer

ARINC
2551 Riva Road

Annapolis, Maryland 21401-7465
410-266-4050

January 25, 1993

Mr. Russell Gullotti
Vice President
Digital Services
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Drive
Merrimack, New Hampshire 03054

Dear Russ:

As we discussed in our recent phone conversation and as further explained to Al
Hall when he visited last Monday, ARINC is planning to retain Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC) as a consultant to audit the ADNS II project effort. We would
like to be able to proceed as expeditiously as possible. Although this audit will
focus on Digital involvement, it will by necessity, also comment upon ARINC's
participation.

In order to accomplish this goal, we must have the full cooperation of your entire
Digital team. I request that you direct your program office to provide full
disclosure of technical information and full cooperation in helping us to determine
exactly where we are.

As you and I have discussed several times and as I mentioned to Al, one possible
outcome of this effort is that Digital retain CSC to enable you to complete your
contractual obligations to ARINC.

Very truly yours,

ARINC Incorporated * Aeronautical Radio, Inc. ARINC Research Corporation




